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ABSTRACT

Working memory (WM) has been closely linked to learning and achievement in children (Gathercole et al., 2004). The Forchelli Following Directions Task (FFDT) is a 15-item group-administered screener designed to assess working memory ability in school-aged children. The FFDT was developed to address the need for early identification of children with working memory difficulty. It specifically focuses on the need for easily administered and ecologically valid assessment.

The FFDT was developed based on tasks cited in research to assess WM. The measure was developed across three iterations after receiving continual review from research experts in working memory and a group of three elementary school teachers. It also was piloted by three elementary school children to assess group-administration considerations. Participants in the validation study were 70 elementary school students 5 to 10 years of age spanning kindergarten to third grade were recruited from schools in the greater Philadelphia area. Participants were administered the group-administered working memory screener and completed individually administered measures of working memory, the WISC-IV Digit Span and Spatial Span, for comparison. Parents and teachers also completed behavior rating scales (i.e., BRIEF) measuring working memory.

The FFDT demonstrated a sufficient Alpha’s coefficient, indicating internal consistency. Significant Pearson correlations were found between existing measures of WM and the FFDT, indicating that the FFDT measures WM ability to a similar extent. The FFDT demonstrated good sensitivity to age and grade, as well. Further, the results of a ROC analysis comparing the identification of WM difficulty on the FFDT to existing measures of WM demonstrated a low to moderate effect.
Overall, results indicate that the FFDT exhibited good reliability and validity. The anecdotal support of elementary school teachers and time efficiency of the task compared to existing WM measures also suggests good ecological validity. This study also demonstrated the utility of the FDDT in populations within a Response to Intervention (RtI) framework. Further research will be challenged to investigate the FFDT further scrutinize the construct validity and demonstrate significance in a larger, more representative sample of students.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Context

Working memory (WM) is defined as the ability for one to temporarily store and manipulate or transform presented auditory and visual information (Baddeley, 2000). It is a useful scientific construct that is important in a wide range of cognitive functions and behaviors (Conway, Kane, Bunting, Hambrick, Wilhelm, & Engle, 2005). Additionally, assessment of WM in clinical and educational settings is essential when assessing for learning difficulties (Rogers, Hwang, Toplak, Weiss, & Tannock, 2011).

WM develops gradually through childhood (Brocki & Bohlin, 2004; Gathercole et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2011). It has been demonstrated in children as young as four years old (Alloway et al., 2004; Gathercole et al., 2004) and becomes more sophisticated and efficient through adolescence (Cocklin et al., 2007; Lambek and Shevlin, 2011). It also has been closely linked to the development of language (Adams & Gathercole, 1995; Baddeley, 1996; Botting & Conti-Romseden, 2001; Montgomery et al., 2009), attention (Alloway, 2011; Martinesen et al., 2005; Raiker et al., 2012), and executive functions (Barkley, 1997, 2001; Brocki & Bohlin, 2004, Latzman & Markon, 2009; Miyake et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2011), all of which are integral to learning new information.

Recent research has demonstrated a strong link between WM and academic achievement; that is, children with poorer WM tend to perform poorly on academic tasks (Gathercole, Pickering, Knight, & Stegmann, 2004). This has been linked to higher-level cognitive tasks, such as reading comprehension, language comprehension, and mathematics (Conway, Kane, Bunting, Hambrick, Wilhelm, & Engle, 2005) and
demonstrated in elementary school children through adolescence (Gathercole & Pickering, 2004; Rogers et al., 2011). In addition, this phenomenon is not isolated to children with learning disabilities (LD); it affects children with and without a diagnosis of LD (Pickering, 2006).

This suggests that WM measurement is important in identifying and supporting children within their academic setting. WM skills are typically assessed through “span tasks,” requiring the individual to recall and transform an increasing number of sequenced items (Gathercole & Alloway, 2008). These span tasks are among the most utilized assessments in psychology and are widely considered reliable and valid (Conway et al., 2005).

Recently, it has been argued that a task requiring a child to repeat a span of non-meaningful items, such as letters or numbers, is not an ecologically valid measure of the WM skills necessary within the classroom (Levin, Thurman, & Kiepert, 2010). According to Levin, Thurman, and Kiepert, for a task to provide meaningful information, it should appear similar to tasks performed in the everyday environment. Similarly, Spooner and Pachana (2006) have discussed the importance of the task to predict the performance of similar tasks in real-world environments.

Levin, Thurman, and Kiepert (2010) discuss two ways of assessing WM in a more ecologically valid way; namely, they discuss behavioral observations in the natural environment and classroom-based performance measures. Due to the issues surrounding behavior rating scales, including lack of sensitivity in general behavior (Kolko & Kazdin, 1998) and specific WM behavior (Norman & Tannock, 2012), classroom-based performance measures appear to be a better approach. These performance tasks attempt
to mirror classroom activities that utilize WM. For example, tasks requiring children to following multi-step directions similar to those heard in the classroom are argued to tax WM resources. In studies utilizing a following directions task, they were found to have a relationship to standard WM tasks, as well as a relationship to academic performance (Gathercole et al., 2007; St. Clair-Thompson et al., 2010). However, these measures have only been utilized in few research studies, as outcome measures of an intervention, rather than as clinical measures.

Further, a measure is needed to respond to changes in how identification and intervention services are provided. Wass and colleagues (2012) suggest that early WM intervention is related to widespread transfer of skills. There also has been a move in the American educational system to earlier identification and continuous progress monitoring of academic difficulties (Brown-Chidsey and Steege, 2005), entitled Response to Intervention (RtI). In this model, students are screened earlier for academic difficulties and provided interventions to remediate difficulty. However, there are limited existing screeners utilized to identify and monitor cognitive (i.e., WM) growth and development.

Statement of Purpose

Working memory (WM) is a construct that is closely related to learning and achievement in children (Gathercole et al., 2004; Pickering, 2006). Children with poor WM display more academic difficulties which appear to worsen over time without intervention (Alloway et al., 2009). However, with intervention, WM ability can improve, and there is some indication that these improvements transfer to academic achievement (Holmes et al., 2009). Therefore, identification of WM difficulty is important, with earlier identification providing better remediation effects (Wass, 2012).
Ecologically valid assessment provides meaningful information about functioning (Levin, Thurman, & Kiepert, 2010); however, there are limited measures that utilize ecologically valid methods to assess WM. These few measures have been criticized for lack of concurrent validity; that is, measures are not demonstrating strong correlations with related measures of working memory (Kolko & Kazdin, 1998; Norman & Tannock, 2012). Furthermore, there is a need to develop measures that increase feasibility and "goodness of fit" in the American educational system. Therefore, it is imperative to investigate alternative measures of WM that fit these criteria.

The purpose of this study is to develop and examine the validity of a group-administered ecologically valid measure of WM in school-aged children. It will allow for earlier and more efficient identification of students with difficulties and can be generalized to American students. This study defined the construct of WM through an extensive literature review and attempted to validate the following directions task through measurement of construct validity.

Research Questions

1. Is an ecologically-valid working memory measure (i.e., following directions task) related to existing, validated measures of working memory?

The developed task was administered to school-aged children and compared to standard measures of WM, including a span task and a behavior rating scale. The WISC-IV Digit Span subtest was utilized as the span task and the teacher and parent rating forms of the BRIEF will be utilized as the behavioral measure of WM. Past research has provided some evidence that a task requiring children to following instructions is
indicative of WM ability (Gathercole et al., 2008; St. Clair-Thompson et al., 2010). It is hypothesized that students will perform similarly on the developed following directions task to the more standard measure of WM.

2. Is an ecologically-valid working memory measure (i.e., following directions task) more strongly related to existing measures of WM than behavioral rating scales?

Behavioral screeners of internal states have been criticized in research (Kolko & Kazdin, 1998; Norman & Tennock, 2012). This suggests that a performance-based measure is more effective at indicating difficulty in cognitive states, such as WM. It is hypothesized that the following directions task will have a stronger relationship with the standard WISC-IV Digit Span subtest than BRIEF observant-rater forms completed by students' teachers and parents.
Definition of Terms

*Short-term Memory* (STM) is the ability to hold and perform rote recall after a short delay (Miller, 1956). In Baddeley’s (2000) WM model, the phonological loop is considered the verbal STM and the visual-spatial sketchpad is considered the catch-all for visual and non-verbal STM. Studies interchange these terms (i.e., phonological loop and visual-spatial sketchpad) with STM; however, verbal and visual STM will be used in this review.

*Working Memory* (WM) is the cognitive system that temporarily stores and manipulates auditory and visual information (Baddeley, 2000). This encompasses the use of STM systems (i.e., phonological loop and visual-spatial sketchpad), as well as more higher-order systems, namely the central executive and the episodic buffer, to rehearse stored information, connect it to other relevant information in LTM, and transform it into a new product.

*Central Executive* (CE) is considered the attention subsystem of the WM system (Baddeley, 2000). It allocates attention to the varying parts of the WM system. Many studies utilize this term to describe difficult WM tasks; however, it is misrepresentative to identify an entire system by only one part of the system. In this review, it is assumed that a task that is measuring "CE" is actually measuring the WM system and, therefore, will be entitled a WM task.

*Episodic Buffer* (EB) is considered the communication subsystem, that links information between the STM and LTM in order to decide what information is meaningful and takes priority (Baddeley, 2000). It binds and holds the information held in STM for use in a task or further processes into LTM.
Long-term Memory (LTM) is considered the long-term storage that represents an individual's knowledge of the world (Hunt & Ellis, 2004). It represents the deeper and more elaborate processing that leads to better learning of information.

STM Tasks are considered tasks that researchers believe tap more into the slave systems of the WM system, including the phonological loop and visual-spatial sketchpad. A few popular tasks include the following:

1. *Forward Span Tasks* require participants to listen to a sequence of letters, numbers or objects and are asked to repeat the sequence in forward sequence. This can also be presented visually utilizing a board or grid where an individual follows and repeats a visual pattern in forward sequence.

WM Tasks are considered tasks that researchers believe tap into the auditory system of WM. A few popular tasks include the following:

1. *Backward Span Tasks* require participants to listen to a sequence of letters, numbers or objects and are asked to repeat the sequence in the reverse or some otherwise ordered sequence. This can also be presented visually utilizing a board or grid where an individual follows and repeats a visual pattern in a similar manner.

2. *Sentence Recall Task* requires a participant to listen to a group of sentences. After each sentence, the participant is required to state if the sentence is true or false. Then, at the end of each group of sentences, they are required to remember the last word of each sentence stated.
CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Working Memory

Working memory (WM) is defined as the cognitive system that temporarily stores and manipulates auditory and visual information (Baddeley, 1986, 2000; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). Unlike short-term memory (STM), WM is designed to hold and connect pieces of information to execute higher-order cognitive processes. It allows individuals the opportunity to plan and carry out complex instructions and problem solve. It is closely linked to one’s ability to comprehend and articulate language (Boudreau & Costanza-Smith, 2011) and relates to one’s ability to understand complex situations (Sweller, van Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998).

WM was first discussed by Miller, Galanter, and Pribram (1960) in an attempt to explain how internal concepts work with external stimuli to formulate new information. Miller (1956) determined that a STM store could hold approximately seven units of information for rote recall. Miller, Galanter, and Pribram (1960) argued that this limited-capacity store could not feasibly hold all of the rules or sub-goals to complete more complex tasks. For example, to solve a mathematical equation in one’s head, an individual must simultaneously shift between the concepts surrounding numeracy, and the rules of the equation, as well as refreshing or transforming the equation as conclusions are reached. The STM store could not sustain all this information at once. Therefore, a different system, entitled WM, must be present that juggles these various processes necessary to complete the task.
There are two main approaches by which theorists have conceptualized WM, either as a unitary-store or multi-store system. Both theoretical viewpoints agree that information is processed in modality-specific ways; that is, verbal and visual information. However, they differ in their argument for where and how the modal information is processed. In the unitary-store models, all information in the short-term memory (STM) and long-term memory (LTM) are processed within the same anatomical system. Conversely, in the multi-store models, information is processed by differing systems or pathways.

Unitary-store theorists have postulated that WM resides within one larger memory system. The embedded processes theory by Cowan (1988; 1999; 2001) hypothesized that all information, no matter the modality, was processed in the LTM system. In this approach, information enters the memory system by way of focused attention; attended information is processed, unattended information is not. Once focused upon, the information activates existing knowledge representations within the LTM system. These active units are based upon sensory and semantic characteristics of the incoming information. For example, stating “red robin” may activate memory related to the visual experience of the bird and a verbal experience of the word. These different modalities of the information are activated in the same place. Then, the chosen activated parts of the LTM transform the incoming information into meaningful units, also known as binding; this process is considered the WM of the system. Recent unitary-store theorists have built upon Cowan’s (1988) model to include hierarchical levels of processing within the focused attention to accommodate a larger processing capacity (Oberauer, 2009); however, they all assume a unitary unit.
One of the most widely used theories is the multi-component WM theory (Baddeley, 2000). Baddeley divides the WM system into four components: the phonological loop, the visual-spatial sketchpad, the central executive, and the episodic buffer. When information is first presented to the WM system, the central executive (CE) determines what information will be processed. Baddeley (2012) describes the CE as the "homunculus" (p.13) of the WM system. This is the attentional capacity of the WM system; it includes focused, divided, and switching attention (Baddeley, 1996).

Information that is attended to is temporarily stored by stimuli specific “slave” systems; the phonological loop and the visual spatial sketchpad. The phonological loop stores all language-based information, including both vocal and sub-vocal information. The visual-spatial sketchpad processes all incoming visual and spatial information.

The CE determines how to attend to information through continued communication with the fourth component, the episodic buffer. The buffer communicates with the perceptual and long-term memory (LTM) systems in order to decide what information is meaningful and takes priority (Baddeley, 2000). It, then, integrates, or binds, and holds the incoming auditory and visual information for use in a task or further processing into LTM.

Studies have attempted to demonstrate support for this structure of WM. Applied behavioral and neuropsychological evidence, by way of administering memory span tasks, have demonstrated strong evidence that memory is composed of multiple systems. Neurological studies that, by way of neuroimaging data, directly measure brain activity during memory tasks have shown mixed results in the structure of memory.
One way to behaviorally investigate memory components is through dual-task experiments, where an individual is required to complete two tasks that both compete for memory capacity. In a classic irrelevant speech experiment by Logie and Baddeley (1987), individuals were asked to count the number of times a square appeared on a computer screen while performing a competing task. If the competing task was auditory (i.e., saying the word "the"), the ability to monitor accurate counting was significantly impaired; however, if the competing task was visual/motor (i.e., finger tapping), performance was not significantly impacted. Similarly, in a separate experiment by Baddeley, Grant, Wight, and Thomson (1975), participants’ ability to recall visually-relevant sentences (i.e., using “up”, “down”, “left”, “right”) during a visual-spatial tracking task was significantly impaired; however, if sentences lacked visually- or spatially-based information, performance on the tracking task was not impaired. If information were processed in a unitary system, all interference should equally disrupt recall; however, it appears that interference has modality-specific tendencies. These irrelevant speech experiments demonstrate that stimuli-specific interference disrupts the phonological loop’s ability to hold and monitor auditory information, indicating independent slave systems. Recent replication studies continue to demonstrate capacity limitations to encoding visual information when auditory information was present (Dell'Acqua & Jolicoeur, 2000; Morey & Cowan, 2004; Stevanovski & Jolicoeur, 2007).

Individual difference studies also support a multi-component WM. In a recent study by Dagan and colleagues (2012), 348 college students were administered visual and verbal WM and an intelligence battery. They reported that visual and verbal WM differentially correlated with the students’ cognitive abilities; that is, visual WM
demonstrated strong correlations with measures of fluid reasoning while verbal WM demonstrated strong correlations with measures of crystallized knowledge. Individuals appear to demonstrate differential WM abilities, dependent on modality. This supports a domain-specific WM system.

Neuropsychological studies looked into the WM capacity of memory impaired participants in order to investigate memory functioning. Vallar and Baddeley (1984) suggested that the STM and WM are independent systems. In this study, a woman with STM loss had less difficulty recalling more complex words than single consonants; she had the ability to recall words of increasing length at a higher rate than consonants. Although her ability to process small units of language-based information was impaired, she still was able to process larger, semantically relevant units of information. Baddeley (2000) argues that these data support the existence of the episodic buffer, which integrates information across multiple avenues.

Similarly, studies have also demonstrated that memory impaired individuals with rote recall difficulties do not necessarily have difficulties with other areas of memory or learning (Shallice & Warrington, 1970; Warrington & Shallice, 1969). More recent research with a developmental amnesiac patient also demonstrate that the capacity to perform well on complex WM tasks is not determined solely by STM abilities (Baddeley, Allen, & Hitch, 2011; Baddeley, Allen, & Vargha-Khadem, 2010).

Data measuring brain activity, otherwise known as neuroimaging data, allow researchers to locate potential areas within the brain that are utilized during WM tasks. These data demonstrate mixed results for the existence of independent areas in WM. Smith and Jonides (1997; 1999) demonstrated that the left supramarginal gyrus and left
frontal lobe (i.e., Broca’s area) are activated when processing language-based information, indicative of the phonological loop. There appears to be more division of labor in the visuospatial sketchpad; object and spatial information appear to be differentially processed in the ventral and dorsal visual streams of the brain, respectively. In these same tasks, when the complexity of the task increases, so does the activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), providing some evidence of where the CE is located.

However, recent neuroimaging data have also suggested single pathway or unit activation when performing WM tasks. More specifically, some studies show that STM tasks often activate areas of the brain involved in the LTM, suggesting that they are all part of the similar network (Jonides et al., 2008). Research has also suggested that a specific unitary region, the left Intraparietal Sulcus (IPS) is the main area activated during multi-modal WM tasks (Cowan et al., 2011); however, the study was somewhat weak. The lower sample size of sixteen participants from ages 18 to 24 years is not representative enough to draw definitive conclusions. Furthermore, in a follow-up study cited in the same article, there was also right IPS activation during a similar task. It does not appear that there is enough information to assume that one unitary area is responsible for WM.

In general, neuro-imaging data should be interpreted with caution. Many researchers have critiqued the use of neuro-imaging data to draw concrete conclusions about behavior and functioning (Beck, 2010; Dobbs, 2005). It is unclear that the neuro-imaging instruments truly measure functioning; that is, the scientific community cannot prove that a correlation between high activity in a specific area of the brain, measured by
oxygen levels or blood-flow in the brain, and a specific behavior indicates that the brain activity causes the behavior observed. In WM research, the activation of an area of the brain during a recall task does not equate the necessity of that area to the task. For example, when asked to remember and repeat a word, an individual would need to activate areas responsible for phonological, articulatory, and lexical aspects of that word that may not be necessary for the individual to simply recall and repeat that same word.

Overall, a large amount of direct behavioral studies support differential processing in memory according to the modality and the goal of task (i.e., short-term or WM task). While neuro-imaging data do suggest that some areas of the brain are more active than others during these tasks, this evidence cannot be concluded as causal. Therefore, this review will function under the multi-modal assumption of WM. These systems appear to work in congruence to take in and update information.

_Devolution of Working Memory_

As demonstrated above, WM involves the communication between multiple brain areas. These areas have been argued to differentially develop across childhood with data supporting that "easier", lower-order abilities mature earlier than more higher-order processing (Best & Miller, 2010; Garon, Bryson, & Smith, 2008; Marsh, Gerber, & Peterson, 2008). That is, STM develops into domain specific WM and further into executive WM.

STM appears to develop gradually through infancy and early childhood. Numerous cross-sectional studies have demonstrated that an infant can successfully hold information by five to six months of age (Pelphrey & Reznick, 2002; Johnson, 2005; Reznick, Morrow, Goldman, & Snyder, 2004; Pelphrey et al., 2004). This is
demonstrated through the use of delayed response tasks, where an infant is required to determine the location of a hidden toy after a delay. By 12 months of age, capacity increases are demonstrated in children in both longitudinal and cross-sectional studies; infants demonstrated the ability to hold the information (the hidden toy) for a longer period of time (approximately ten seconds) from a larger array of location choices (Pelphrey et al., 2004; Diamond & Doar, 1989). Studies utilizing verbal and object-spatial forward span tasks, have also demonstrated increases in memory capacity from age two through age five (Bull, Espy, & Senn, 2004; Ewing-Cobb, Prasad, Landry, & Kramer, 2004; Gathercole et al., 1999).

More complex and higher-order aspects of WM, including updating and manipulating information, begin to develop during the preschool-age years. In visual WM, infants can successfully update the location of a prize under a set of cups around 15 months of age (Diamond et al., 1997). Alloway and colleagues (2004) demonstrated larger visual and verbal WM are present in children in four- to six-year-old children. A longitudinal study done by Gathercole and colleagues (2004) demonstrated that higher-order, executive component of WM can be adequately measured at age six years. Longitudinal and cross-sectional studies demonstrated a gradual increase in executive WM performance in children between 6 and 14 years of age (Brocki & Bohlin, 2004; Gathercole et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2011).

Some research has suggested a significant difference between the development of visual and verbal WM in children between the ages of 6 and 17 years (Conklin et al., 2007; Lambek & Shevlin, 2011). More specifically, when given a mix of verbal and spatial WM tasks, children tended to perform better with spatial information; however,
both verbal and spatial development trajectories were similar. Lambek and Shevlin (2011) reported that the larger developmental factor with WM is the degree or level of processing; that is, mastery of a task is more dependent on the complexity of the task than the content of such task (Conklin et al., 2007; Lambek & Shevlin, 2011). For example, Gilchrist, Cowan, and Noveh-Benjamin (2009) demonstrated that "chunking" ability develops through childhood. In this study, seven-year-old children had greater difficulty holding multiple chunks of information than twelve-year-old children; however, there was no difference in the amount of words recalled in each chunk between groups. This suggests that the short-term capacity (number of words) does not change; however, the number of chunks or semantic units remembered increases, indicating the development of higher-order processing.

Neuro-imaging data support that the degree of processing informs development more than the mode of content presentation (i.e., verbal or visual), with more advanced, executive structures developing later in childhood. Evidence from functional and structural imaging studies indicate linear increases in fronto-parietal network activity, particularly in the pre-frontal cortex, in children between the ages of nine and 18 years. (Kwon, Reiss, and Menon, 2002; Nagy, Westberg, & Klingberg, 2004; Scherf, Sweeney, and Luna, 2006). Scherf, Sweeney, and Luna (2006) also demonstrated that increased lateralization and localization of activity in the brain during WM tasks. This indicates increases in the quality of activity, or more efficient processing, through adolescence and into adulthood.

Overall, there appears to be a gradual development of WM over time. STM develops within the first few years of life and, then, the more executive, WM abilities,
involving manipulating and updating information begins to emerge during early school age years (i.e., five and six years of age). This continues to develop well into adolescence.

In order to differentiate WM from other important cognitive functions, a few important areas will be addressed in the following section. First, the impact of WM on language development will be discussed. There is also strong research base demonstrating WM’s relationship to attention (Alloway, 2011; Martinussen et al., 2005; Raiker et al., 2011). Furthermore, WM has been categorized under a broader term for higher-order processing entitled Executive Functions (Barkley, 1997, 2001; Brocki & Bohlin, 2004; Latzman & Markon, 2009; Miyake et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2011).

Working Memory and Language

Speech and language development is related to WM. Some theorists have suggested that WM increases are solely a function of linguistic development (Ottem et al., 2007). They argue that language, alone, allows an individual to increase effective rehearsal and encoding ability. However, a study by Gilchrist, Cowan, and Naveh-Benjamin (2009) demonstrated that in a group of seven and twelve year old children, the ability to remember a set of sentences was based on the number of meaningful chunks of information and not amount of words in the sentences, with older children having a better ability to recall sentences with more chunks of information than younger children. In other words, memory span development accounted for the difference and not language development, suggesting that the memory system and language system are related but not interchangeable.
More likely, WM influences language development. STM has been linked to early language acquisition. Baddeley (1996) demonstrated the relationship between a child’s ability to encode phonological information and the development of new words. Furthermore, Adams and Gathercole (1995) demonstrated that the verbal STM is related to the length of utterances in preschool-aged children. STM also significantly predicted a seven- and eight-year old children’s ability to comprehend complex sentences (Botting & Conti-Ramsden, 2001).

An individual’s ability to comprehend longer and more complex patterns of speech are also related to areas of WM. A study by Magimairaj and Montgomery (2012) demonstrated that WM ability, measured by a sentence recall task, significantly correlated with their performance on a standardized sentence comprehension task in a sample of 65 school-aged children (six years to twelve years); that is, lower WM ability predicted poorer performance on sentence comprehension. Verbal WM also significantly contributed to a child’s ability to answer inferential questions on long oral narratives (Montgomery, Polunenko, & Marinellie, 2009).

Children identified with language impairments, such as individuals with aphasia or difficulty in the comprehension and production of language, are argued to have underlying WM difficulties. These children have more limited memory capacities than their typically developing peers, particularly verbal STM and WM (Archibald & Gathercole, 2006; Leonard et al., 2007). This affects their ability to retain language based information and impedes upon subsequent development.

In a study by Sung and colleagues (2009), a group of 20 participants with aphasia were administered verbal WM tasks, which were compared to their severity of symptoms.
Lower WM scores predicted higher severity in language difficulties. Past studies have also demonstrated that taxing or difficulties within the WM system will affect language processing (Miyake, Carpenter, & Just, 1994; Wright et al., 2007). Overall, WM is essential to many language-based tasks and contributes to language development.

**Working Memory and Attention**

Attention is the "gateway to conscious thought" (p.109); it is the ability to select a certain amount of sensory information for conscious processing (Hunt & Ellis, 2004). It filters out extraneous sensory stimuli from taking up cognitive energy, in order to efficiently interact with the environment. Attention is an important aspect inherent in all cognitive tasks (Baron, 2004). Across theoretical viewpoints of WM, there is agreement in the importance of attention; information must be attended to before it can be processed further. In Baddeley's (2000) model, the central executive (CE) area of WM is considered the attention system. It determines what information to focus on and where to direct it for further processing.

Early theorists believed that attention stemmed from an all or nothing selection process. Filter theories, named early- and late- selection theories, suggested that the attention system selects information before it reaches consciousness based on perceptual information (Broadbent (1958; Treisman, 1960; Deutsch & Deutsch, 1963; Norman, 1968). That is, more salient or meaningful information will be attended to while other information is not brought to conscious awareness. Over time, theories began to understand attention more as a limited capacity system (Hunts & Ellis, 2004). Later models, such as the capacity model of attention by Kahneman (1973) and the central
bottleneck theory by Pashler (1984), argue that attention functions as a way to allocate resources based on a set of decision points to process information.

Most recently, neuropsychological data suggest that attentional processes can be divided into functional systems. Baron (2004) and Miller (2007) provide extensive support for differentiated sub-systems of attention; namely, selective/focused, sustained, divided, and alternating/shifting attention systems. Selective/focused attention describes the selectivity addressed by earlier attention models; it is an individual's ability scan an array of stimuli and consciously attend to a choice. Sustained attention describes the ability to maintain focus for a prolonged period of time. This is also referred to as vigilance. Divided attention pertains to the ability to respond to one than more stimulus or task at once. Shifting attention describes one's ability to juggle attention resources from one task to another.

An individual who has impaired attention also appears to have impaired WM. Researchers have demonstrated that in children with clinical attention difficulties, namely through a diagnosis of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), have great deficits in their WM. A meta-analysis of 26 articles investigating the relationship between WM and ADHD in children demonstrated moderate to strong effect sizes for spatial and verbal WM impairment in children with ADHD (Martinussen et al., 2005). Martinussen and colleagues (2005) found a stronger effect size in spatial WM over verbal WM; however, more recent research suggests that the level of deficit appears to be more related to the task demands than modality (Brocki et al., 2010). More specifically, in a longitudinal study by Brocki and colleagues (2010), in a group of 72 clinically referred
five-year-old children, the degree to which WM was impaired predicted the severity of ADHD symptoms two years later.

Interestingly, these deficits do not appear to reflect all areas of memory in children with attention difficulties. In a study by Alloway (2011), a sample of 50 children diagnosed with ADHD had significant WM impairments; however, there was no significant relationship with STM tasks. Furthermore, Raiker and colleagues (2012), found that measures of WM mediated the level of impulsivity in children with a diagnosis of ADHD. This indicates that there is an intimate connection between executive attention and WM difficulties, as indicated in Baddeley’s (2000) model. This relationship has also been demonstrated in non-clinical populations (Gathercole et al., 2008).

**Working Memory and Executive Functions**

Executive functions (EF) can be broadly defined as the regulation and maintenance of behavior to achieve optimal performance towards a future goal. It is considered the manager of cognitive processes necessary to make decisions and adapt in complex situations; in some literature, it is described as the "maestro" or "boss" of the brain (Hale & Fiorello, 2004).

Factor analysis studies have identified latent factors, or subdomains, that encompass EF ability. Those continually cited in the EF factor models are inhibition, WM, and flexibility (Barkley, 1997, 2001; Brocki & Bohlin, 2004; Latzman & Markon, 2009; Miyake et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2011). While some articles utilize the term “working memory” explicitly as a factor (Barkley, 1997, 2001; Brocki & Bohlin, 2004; Wu et al., 2011), others label the domain “monitoring” (Latzman & Markon, 2009) or “updating” (Miyake et al., 2000). However, all domain labels are operationally defined
as the ability to work with and manipulate incoming information, and therefore represent WM.

Research has supported the similarity between WM and updating ability, as well as their differentiation from other executive function (EF) domains. A study by St. Clair-Thompson and Gathercole (2006) investigated the relationship between executive tasks and measures of WM. In this study, a sample of 51 English 11- and 12-year-old children completed two tasks measure shifting, where they needed to shift between counting items under a specific rule-set, two measures of updating, where participants needed to remember certain words or letters after the presentation of a group of variables, and two inhibition tasks, where participants were required to quickly inhibit a learned response in order to respond in a novel way (e.g., when seeing the word "red" in the color green and stating the color of the word). These EF measures were then compared to their performance on measures of WM, including a reverse verbal span task, a sentence recall task, and a visualspatial span task. Standardized measures of academic achievement in the areas of English, math and science were also administered. A significant relationship was found between all of the WM measures and the updating measures, as well as with the inhibition measures. Furthermore, a factor analysis revealed that the WM tasks and the updating tasks loaded onto the same factor, while inhibition loaded on a different factor and shifting did not significantly load on any measure. The WM and updating scores were also associated with a unique amount of variance in English and math scores; inhibition predicted a small amount of unique variance in tests of English, math, and science. These results are not surprising when the task demands of the measures differentially labeled as updating and WM are considered; both tasks require a respondent
to hold and manipulate pieces of information internally to provide a new product. Therefore, one would expect a similar performance on updating and WM tasks, as well as how they relate to academic performance; however, WM ability still appears to be separate from other areas of executive functions, particularly inhibition.

Another study by St. Clair-Thompson (2011) compared 38 children with poor WM to 38 matched controls on measures of WM and executive functions. WM was measured by way of a counting recall task, where a participant is required to count the number of items in an array and then recall the successive tallies of each array. The same measures for inhibition and shifting described in the St. Clair-Thompson and Gathercole (2006) study were used; the updating measures were removed due to the strong evidence that WM and updating measured the same construct. In addition, a measure of planning, where individuals needed to recreate a block pattern under a certain rule-set, and a measure of attention, where participants were required to cross off pictures of a target object within a set of other stimuli on a sheet of paper, were completed. St. Clair-Thompson found that children with poor WM demonstrated significantly more difficulty on planning and attention tasks when compared to a group of matched controls. There was no relationship between WM and shifting or inhibition. Similar to previous discussions, this supports the relationship between attention, where lower WM is related to lower attention capacity. WM ability also continues to remain separate from other executive functions.

Working Memory and Academic Achievement

WM is inherent to our ability to gain knowledge and acquire new skills (Pickering, 2006). A strong link has been demonstrated between WM and academic
achievement in school-aged children (Gathercole et al., 2004); that is, children with lower WM scores appear to also demonstrate lower performance on academic tasks. In a study by Alloway and colleagues (2009), a sample of 308 British children, ages five to eleven years, screened and identified with WM impairments, were administered tests of cognition, academic achievement, and behavioral rating scales. WM was assessed with measures of verbal STM, including forward digit and word span tasks, visual STM, including visual span tasks, verbal WM, including reverse digit span task and sentence recall task, and visual WM, including spatial span tasks. A standardized screener of general cognitive ability was administered; standardized measures of reading, including basic reading, reading comprehension, and spelling, and mathematics, including mathematical reasoning and numerical operations, were also given. Lastly, standardized behavior rating scales assessing attention difficulties and executive function difficulties were completed by teachers. A series of hierarchical regression analyses indicated that WM composite scores and the global general cognitive score accounted for a substantial amount of variance in the sample and both uniquely predicted academic performance. Teacher rating scales also reported higher behavioral problems in areas of attention and memory (i.e., “forgetting”). This supports WM ability as an independent indicator of academic attainment and behavioral difficulties in school-aged children.

Furthermore, Alloway and colleagues (2009) reported that older children appeared to perform significantly worse than the younger children on academic measures. This suggests that WM may increase the performance gap without intervention over time; however, due to the cross-sectional nature of this study, this conclusion cannot be reached with any certainty. These affects could be related to the increased WM demands
in the classrooms of older children; that is, lower grade levels naturally provide more structure and support in lessons while higher grade level students are required to process larger and more complex pieces of information. Overall, WM difficulties independently predict children's academic attainment, with poorer academic performance seen in older children.

Gathercole and colleagues (2004) found a similar profile in a smaller sample of seven- (n = 40) and fourteen-year-old British children (n = 43). Participants were administered measures of verbal WM, including reverse digit span, sentence recall task, as well as measures of STM, including forward digit span, forward nonsense word task, and a word list matching task. These scores were then compared to their performance on the national curriculum assessments administered in the United Kingdom in English, mathematics, and science; these are similar to the standardized high-stakes testing seen in the United States. Both younger and older children's WM performance significantly correlated with all curriculum-based measures; that is, WM difficulties predicted lower scores on the national assessments in English, mathematics, and science. This, again, suggests a strong link between a child's WM ability and their performance on academic tasks. However, again, the cross-sectional nature of this study does not allow a definitive conclusion on the interplay between lower WM, age, and academic achievement.

A recent study by Taub and McGrew (2014) demonstrated this link in American children. In a large sample of two age-based stratified, age-based groups (i.e., 9- to 13-year-olds and 14- to 19-year-olds) who were administered a standardized cognitive and achievement battery, WM was found to have consistently strong links in all major areas of academic development.
WM difficulties also account for academic difficulties for children with clinical difficulties in attention and learning. Rogers and colleagues (2011) administered verbal and visual-spatial WM and STM tasks, as well as a standardized academic achievement battery to 145 clinically-referred Canadian adolescents ages 13 to 18 years with a ADHD diagnosis. The verbal WM tasks, namely a forward and reversed digit span and a letter-number sequencing task from a standardized intelligence battery, significantly predicted their composite reading score, including word reading, reading fluency, and reading comprehension measures, and their composite math scores, including calculation and word problems. Visual WM tasks, including spatial span, only significantly predicted participants' math composite score.

These relationships remained when attention difficulties were controlled for in the analysis, suggesting that WM and attention difficulties both play into academic performance in clinical populations. This is not surprising, considering the intimate link between attention and WM. However, the two verbal WM scores utilized in this study have been criticized for lack of purity in measurement of WM (Flanagan & Kaufman, 2004); that is, each task loads somewhat on simpler, STM which may have skewed results in this study.

WM difficulties are an integral aspect of learning difficulties in children with learning disabilities. Swanson (1993) identified a group of 123 clinically-referred children with either identified with a learning disability in reading or math, identified as an achievement-matched participant (i.e., the participant had low achievement but no learning disability), or identified with average achievement ability were administered verbal and visual STM and WM tasks. Results indicated a non-significant difference
between participants with reading and math learning disabilities, suggesting that there is a global deficit in WM when identified with a learning disability. There was a significant difference between the learning disabled group’s WM scores and the matched average ability group. Interestingly, when the learning disabled groups were compared to the achievement-matched group, stronger differences were seen in the STM tasks than in the WM tasks. This suggests that as processing demands increase in the memory system, performance gaps between low performers and those with a learning disability decreases. Therefore, low performing students, no matter the phenotype, seem to struggle with WM.

An individual’s WM ability is strongly linked to development of basic and higher-level reading skills. Nevo and Breznitz (2013) investigated the relationship between WM and reading development in elementary school students. A sample of 97 Israeli kindergarten students were administered tests of reading and WM. For reading, three informal individually administered decoding and reading fluency measures and three group administered reading comprehension tasks were given. Verbal and visual STM and WM tasks were also administered from a standardized WM battery; however, all verbal WM measures utilized were converted to Hebrew, which poses a problem for standardization. They found strong correlations between verbal and spatial WM and all reading skills measured. Furthermore, when grouped according to decoding scores, poorer decoders received significantly lower scores on verbal WM measures. After a one-year follow-up, only the relationship with verbal WM tasks persisted. This indicates that earlier on, that WM globally impacts reading skills; however, over time, verbal WM difficulties persist. However, these results cannot necessarily be generalized to English-speaking children.
Compton and colleagues (2012) demonstrated this link in American children. They followed 684 randomly-selected students from third to fifth grade and assessed them annually on standardized academic measures, including word reading, reading comprehension, calculation and math problem solving. These were compared to their scores on standardized measures of cognition, including non-verbal problem solving, processing speed, concept formation, standardized measures of language including grammatical closure, listening comprehension, and vocabulary, and standardized WM measures, including sentence recall task, and a reversed digit span task, collected at the beginning of third grade. Children identified with a word reading learning disability, by way of inadequate progress in academic areas plus cognitive weaknesses, had persistently more difficulties in WM than children without a word reading learning disability. However, no other learning disability subgroup was found to have significantly lower WM difficulties.

This somewhat unexpected result may be due to testing procedures in the study. While participants were repeatedly administered academic measures in the study, the WM and cognitive variables were only collected at Time 1. The scores during a single administration may not have been the most representative of their abilities. Furthermore, the authors admit that these results may have been due to low samples sizes for the learning disabled groups compared to the non-learning disabled group when performing secondary multivariate analyses.

Swanson and O’Connor (2009) investigated the influence of reading fluency interventions on WM and reading comprehension. In this study, a sample of 155 second and fourth grade American students were screened for poor reading skills using a
receptive language measure and were randomly assigned into one of three reading intervention conditions for 20 weeks: repeated reading, continuous reading, or a control group. Students in the treatment condition either received 15 minutes of reading a page of text three times (i.e., repeated condition) or 15 minutes where students read multiple pages without stopping (i.e., continuous condition) three times per week. The students in the control condition received no additional intervention. Students were measured at three times on standardized measures of receptive vocabulary, word reading task, reading rate and comprehension task, and a sentence recall task to assess verbal WM. Overall, students in the continuous reading condition demonstrated higher fluency increases than in the repeated reading or control condition. Specific to WM results, they found that verbal WM predicted post-test reading comprehension ability in all conditions, independent of reading fluency improvement. That is, no matter the intervention, WM alone predicted reading achievement. In addition, hierarchical linear modeling that partialed out pre-test scores, vocabulary, and word-attack skills demonstrated that WM significantly related to posttest outcomes in text comprehension. However, no significant interactions arose between intervention groups and WM ability on post-test measures of comprehension, vocabulary and fluency. This demonstrates that WM has a specific influence on reading development.

Interestingly, there is mixed support for a relationship between WM and reading comprehension. Some studies have demonstrated a strong link between WM and sentence or text-level comprehension (Berninger et al., 2010) and words (De Beni et al., 1998). Berninger and colleagues’ (2010) longitudinal study evaluated WM's contribution to reading writing outcomes in urban American students; second (cohort 1 \( N = 122 \),
fourth (cohort 1 $N = 114$; cohort 2 $N = 108$), and sixth (cohort 2 $N = 105$) grade students were utilized for this article. Participants were administered three different span tasks, two sentence recall tasks, standardized reading tasks (i.e., word reading, reading comprehension), and standardized writing tasks (i.e., handwriting, spelling, & written expression). They found the spans tasks, collectively, contributed unique variance in reading and writing skills for students in all grade levels; it explained all reading and writing outcomes for second graders, it predicted word reading, handwriting, spelling, and written expression in fourth graders, and predicted word reading and spelling in sixth graders. Sentence recall tasks contributed unique variance to a lesser extent; it did not uniquely predict any measures in the second grade cohort, it predicted reading comprehension in the fourth and sixth grade cohorts. WM measures did not predict handwriting or written expression at the sixth grade level. This clearly demarcates WM as pertinent to the developing student; it continually predicts reading and writing outcomes across grades. Interestingly, it also outlines how WM develops and differentially contributes to relevant academic abilities over time; in second grade, where most students are still reading through lower level tasks, such as spelling and word reading, which were significantly predicted by WM whereas reading comprehension was predicted by WM in older, sixth grade students.

De Beni and colleagues (1998) demonstrated the relationship between reading comprehension and WM in non-English speaking undergraduate students. A group of 44 undergraduate students studying at university in Italy were initially administered a reading comprehension task where they read five texts and asked to answer four multiple questions on each text; it is not clearly stated if the participants were able to access the
passages while answering questions. Based on their scores, the researchers divided the students into two groups, good and poor comprehenders; these groupings were confirmed to be significantly different from each other. Then, students were individually administered an Italian version of a sentence recall task and a forward and reversed digit span task. It was demonstrated that the poorer comprehending group performed significantly worse on a working memory task. More specifically, while this group performed similar to the good comprehenders in recalling a span of words, when asked to reposition the words in a novel order, they demonstrated significantly more difficulty. This was replicated in a second experiment with a different type of listening span task and demonstrates that comprehension difficulties is found in non-English speaking populations.

Garcia-Madruga and colleagues (2013) also found a relationship between reading comprehension and WM measures in a sample of 31 eight and nine year old Spanish children that were provided a reading comprehension intervention. In this study, students were randomly assigned to the reading intervention group or a control group and administered pre/post testing in reading comprehension, WM and nonverbal fluid reasoning. While the intervention itself did not demonstrate effectiveness between groups, the pre- and post- testing data demonstrated strong positive correlations between an individual's ability to answer multiple choice questions on a multi-paragraph reading passage without referencing the passage and a listening span WM task; interestingly, there was no significant correlation with nonverbal fluid reasoning.

WM was unable to predict performance of the ability of student’s to answer multiple choice questions on longer reading passages in a sample of 585 third, seventh,
and tenth grade American students (Kershaw & Schatschneider, 2012). In this study, students' oral reading fluency, listening and reading comprehension, working memory, verbal and non-verbal reasoning and decoding abilities were assessed on three different occasions. Utilizing a latent variable modeling approach, the authors found that beyond decoding and language comprehension, fluency was the only variable that significantly predicted reading across all three grade levels; working memory did not predict performance. This is not surprising, as in this study, the participants were able to access the text while responding respond to multiple choice questions, which should not significantly tax WM resources and demonstrate differential performance.

The discrepancies between these studies is related to the methods used to measure reading comprehension; the task demands in reading comprehension by Kershaw and Schatschneider (2012) did not adequately tax WM. In the reading comprehension tasks utilized, one must read a passage and use the text to answer questions. There is less of a need to hold and maintain information in one's mind if the passage is present to refer back to, making WM less necessary to complete the task. Most reading comprehension tasks also utilize multiple choice responding, allowing the respondent to use process of elimination or context clues for answers. In addition, text comprehension questions may have asked more literal or factual questions and not higher-order inferential questions, which would also put less demand on WM.

This relationship has been demonstrated in a study by Chrysochoou and colleagues (2013). A sample of 92 Greek eight and nine year old students were administered short-term verbal memory tasks, namely measures where the participant was asked to recall digits and words, and WM tasks, namely listening span and backward
digit recall, as well as a measure of reading fluency and comprehension. Results indicated that working memory measures, with the listening span task having the strongest relationship, were significantly correlated with the reading comprehension task while the short-term memory measures were not related to comprehension. In further analyses, they also demonstrated that WM was highly related to the participants' ability to inferential comprehension questions; that is, participants' with higher working memory were better able to answer questions that required connections to be made with the text and outside knowledge. Therefore, it appears that WM is necessary for the higher-order thinking involved with more inferential and generative questions in reading passages; tasks that do not tap into this executive area will not show a relationship with WM tasks.

In the area of mathematics, researchers have found that WM moderates problem solving ability. Zheng, Swanson, and Marcoulides (2011) administered measures of WM, mathematical computation, word problem-solving, and word recognition to a sample of 310 second, third, and fourth grade American elementary school children. They found that all components of WM (i.e., phonological loop, visual-spatial sketchpad, and executive system) predicted problem-solving accuracy; that is, lower WM predicted lower problem-solving ability. Furthermore, reading ability and computational proficiency mediated the effects of WM. This study demonstrates that global WM affects problem-solving ability; however, academic knowledge (e.g., reading ability and basic mathematical ability) can also influence this relationship. This would suggest that the relationship between WM and certain academic abilities are not as straightforward as previously postulated.
Swanson (2011) also found longitudinal effects of WM on problem-solving accuracy. In this study, a sample of 127 American first grade children were administered tests of cognition, WM, mathematics, reading, naming speed, and inhibition over a span of three years. Swanson (2011) found verbal WM tasks predicted problem-solving accuracy in the third grade and concluded that these components are crucial in word problem-solving development.

WM is related to writing and note-taking ability. Olive and Passerault (2012) argue that visual spatial WM is inherent in composing text. Piolat, Olive and Kellogg (2005) describes note taking as a dynamic process that utilizes a great amount of cognitive resources to produce a written record of information. In particular, the authors highlight the purpose of note-taking and the speed of processing, or WM, necessary for comprehension and production. They propose a dual and triple-task method for measuring cognitive effort during note-taking and the importance of understanding the differential cognitive loading when engaging in diverse tasks (i.e., notetaking from lecture vs. notetaking while reading). Another article by Peverly (2006) also argues that writing fluency implies automaticity of skill and frees up WM capacity for critical thinking. He concludes that within the context of writing, instruction should focus on fluent writing skills to allow for more efficient and productive use of planning, monitoring, and revising skills.

In a two experiment study by Olive, Kellog, and Piolat (2008), 72 undergraduate students were required to complete WM tasks, namely by way of a listening or spatial span task, while constructing an argumentative essay. Writing fluency significantly
decreased with the presentation of visual and verbal WM tasks, indicating that WM is
taxed during the writing process.

A study by Kellog, Olive, and Piolat (2007) investigated the connection between
working memory and written language production. Across two experiments, a sample of
60 and 80 undergraduate students were asked to define vocabulary words (i.e., concrete
or abstract nouns) while also completing a working memory task (i.e., verbal working
memory or visual working memory). They found that the groups asked to complete a
verbal working memory tasks had significantly more difficulty writing definitions of both
congcrete and abstract words.

Overall, studies provide support for a direct relationship between WM and
specific academic difficulties. Poor WM has been shown to negatively influence basic
reading, reading comprehension, and mathematical problem-solving. It is also suggested
that these difficulties worsen over time.

*Bottleneck/Overload Hypothesis*

One hypothesis, coined the “bottleneck” hypothesis, postulates that academic
difficulties in children with lower WM are a result of lost information during classroom-
based instruction. Alloway and Gathercole (2006) argue that WM influences a child’s
ability to attend to and perform all instructional-based tasks, which impacts their ability
to retrieve and use information learned. In children with lower WM, children become
overloaded with information and miss out on new knowledge after a capacity limit is
reached. For example, students with lower WM may fail to follow multi-step directions
in tasks, such as mathematical equations. When attempting a problem, students with
lower WM cannot hold all the steps necessary to solve that equation and, therefore, make
careless errors, cannot complete the example, and ultimately, miss out on new pieces of knowledge. If this happens continuously, where more basic skills are missed, later or more advanced knowledge will not be supported and performance diminishes.

In order to assess support for this theory, Gathercole and colleagues (2008) created a two-part study investigating the effects of WM on five- and six-year-old children’s ability to recall and execute classroom-like tasks. In Study 1, a sample of 100 British children with varying WM abilities were tested on orally presented sentence and poem recall tasks. As predicted, children with lower WM had significantly lower scores on both recall tasks. In Study 2, these same participants were required to recall and carry out increasingly difficult oral instructions. The results of this second study indicated that the children in the lower WM group were less accurate in carrying out instructions; however, they did not significantly differ from the average WM group in immediate recall. Overall, it appears that children with below average WM abilities have more difficulty manipulating information and carrying out instructions during classroom-like activities, supporting the “bottleneck” hypothesis.

Working Memory Interventions

With the demonstration of instructional-based difficulties in these children, studies have begun to explore how altering the instructional environment may influence performance in children with lower WM. They hypothesized the use of instructional modification techniques, such as chunking or repetition of instructions, may remediate academic difficulties in children with lower WM, under the assumption that lowering the cognitive demands of instruction on these children will increase academic achievement.

In a study by Elliot and colleagues (2010), a sample of 256 British children, ages five to
eleven years with lower WM, were assigned to one of three conditions, a teacher-facilitated WM intervention, a direct-teaching intervention, or a control group. In the WM intervention group, teachers were instructed to utilize hypothesized supports for WM, such as chunking instructions or checking for understanding; in the direct-teaching intervention, teachers were instructed to utilize focused, subject-related skill development, such as reviewing addition or subtraction rules. Results indicated no significant differences on cognitive or academic measures in either intervention group compared to the control. The authors postulated that the indirect nature of this intervention did not lead to concrete improvement in WM or academic performance.

However, extraneous factors may have influenced the results in this study. First, it was reported that each school only participated in one condition, creating a higher likelihood for environment to affect the results. School climate may have disproportionately influenced the conditions, causing a misrepresentation of effectiveness; for example, a more positive or negative school climate, and not the condition, can cause an increase or decrease in a student’s performance. Furthermore, the authors appear to be using the same sample of children for a number of studies, some of which have already reviewed (i.e. Alloway et al., 2009). Testing effects on participants may have influenced results; that is, children who continually are tested on similar measures, like digit span-like tasks, may improve due to practice and not an intervention. Therefore, new sampling and uniform testing conditions should be attempted in future research.

Other studies have looked into interventions that directly remediated WM in children with hopes of generalizing improvements to academic performance. Some
researchers attempted remediation through WM strategy training, where children were taught techniques, such as rehearsal or visual imagery. In one such study, St. Clair-Thompson and colleagues (2010) investigated how a working memory strategy training program may influence a child’s performance on memory and academic tasks. In this study, a sample of 254 British children between the ages of five and eight ($M$ age = 6 yrs 11 mos.) were assigned into one of two conditions based on existing classroom structure: a Memory Booster training classroom or a control classroom. All participants were administered working memory tasks (i.e. reversed digit span, spatial span, and sentence recall) before and after a 6-8 week intervention; “subgroups” of the sample were also administered tasks in following instructions ($N = 77$), mental arithmetic ($N = 34$), reading ($N = 81$) and mathematics ($N = 81$). Results indicated a significantly greater improvement in scores on the digit and sentence recall tasks for children in the Memory Booster condition; the intervention group also demonstrated greater improvement in the following instructions and mental arithmetic tasks. The authors concluded that this computerized training program can improve a child’s working memory capacity in the classroom; however, they state that the program’s success appears to remain specific to the area of working memory and does not generalize to academic improvement. Besides the fact that British population of children may not necessarily generalize to American children, another question remaining is how the authors specified criteria for the “subgroups”. If the “subgroup” selection was based on a variable like volunteerism, motivation may be a cause for significant improvement; more conscientious students may be more diligent in practicing and applying aspects of the program, allowing better generalization of skills and higher scores. On a different note, if the “subgroup” was
disproportionate in ethnicity, which is unclear since all demographic information is absent from the article, the improvement may be a result of race, socio-economic status, or something else entirely. This leaves the positive results of the Memory Booster program on classroom behavior scores up for interpretation. There is a need for explicit explanations of demographic information in order to generalize results to the appropriate population and for replication in future studies.

Other researchers have attempted direct WM remediation through repeated exposure to recall tasks, also known as drilling. Loosli and colleagues (2012) investigated the effectiveness of a computerized working memory training program on cognitive and academic outcomes of third grade children. Forty Swiss children ($M$ age = 9 yrs 9 mos.) participated in this study; 20 were administered a 2-week computerized working memory training and 20 served as matched controls by gender, age and pretest $Gf$ scores. Participants were pre- and post-tested on $Gf$ (fluid reasoning) and reading ability (only decoding and fluency). Results indicated that the trained group demonstrated significant increased in “working memory” and that the trained group performed significantly better on the reading fluency task than did the matched controls after the intervention. The authors determined that working memory training can improve reading scores in school-aged children; they also stated that these results may indicate improvement in working memory and attentional control in the experimental group.

However, as a quasi-experimental design, clear conclusions cannot be drawn; matched control groups cannot account for many extraneous variables. First, the controls were pulled from different classrooms while the experimental group participants were all
from the same classroom; it cannot be ascertained that the improved reading scores were
due to the training itself or to the possibility of environmental/instructional improving
scores, such as a warmer, more attentive teacher. It is also peculiar that this study did not
test for working memory ability pre- and post-intervention. It would be important to use
a standardized measure of working memory ability to for baseline data to gauge
improvement and assess intra- and inter-group differences. Without it, there is no way to
conclude that there was true change in working memory. This leads to the last point of
internal validity; when assessing the effectiveness of a new training program, it would be
important to see if the tasks’ content/construct validity in working memory and attention
to tease out what improvement in training truly is indicating.

In another study, Holmes, Gathercole, and Dunning (2009) administered 42 eight
to eleven year old British children with lower WM an adaptive or non-adaptive version of
a five to seven week long WM training program; improvement was gauged by
performance on cognitive and WM tasks. Results indicated that the adaptive group
demonstrated significantly greater gains in verbal, visual spatial, and applied WM tasks
than the non-adaptive group. Furthermore, a significantly greater number of participants
in the adaptive group increased their WM scores to fall within the average normative
range after the intervention. Mathematical reasoning gains were also seen in the adaptive
group at the six month follow-up. The authors concluded that an adaptive model of WM
training is superior to more standard computerized programs. The authors also concluded
that an adaptive model of working memory training is superior to more standard
computerized programs, such as Cogmed (Klingberg et al., 2005). As stated in other
article critiques, it will be difficult to generalize these data to American children due to
the many environmental variables that may play a part in this study. Furthermore, it was reported that each school only participated in one condition, creating a higher likelihood for environment to affect the results. School climate may have disproportionately influenced the conditions, causing a misrepresentation of effectiveness; for example, a more positive or negative school climate, and not the condition, can cause an increase or decrease in a student’s performance.

A study by Chein and Morrison (2010) demonstrated benefits of WM training benefits in an American population. A group of 42 American undergraduate students completed four weeks of an adaptive WM training program. At its completion, students increased their WM capacity. Further, students demonstrated increased performance on other tasks, including a measure of executive attention, and reading comprehension. This provides the most promising support that training WM allows a transfer of skill to other avenues. However, the population utilized was undergraduate students and may not generalize to school-aged children.

Other studies utilizing similar adaptive computerized programs have shown some success in clinical populations. Klingberg and colleagues (2005) found significant reductions in inhibition and inattention symptoms in a sample of 53 seven- to eleven-year-old children diagnosed with ADHD. A study by Holmes and colleagues (2009) also demonstrated improvement in visuo-spatial WM in 25 English children diagnosed with ADHD compared to a medication-only control group. A study by Dahlin (2010) demonstrated increases in reading comprehension and WM after five weeks of the computerized WM program in a sample of 57 Swedish children with learning difficulties, ages nine to twelve years of age.
Overall, these studies hold the most promise to the future of WM interventions, as they highlight a few unique variables that are lacking in other studies, that is, individualized remediation and follow-up testing. First, an adaptive model to intervention allows flexibility in structure; it can take into account the severity of WM deficits and allows children to work at their own pace. These variables may be the key to effective WM remediation.

In addition, Holmes and colleagues’ (2009) study demonstrates the need for longitudinal data on these training program. While most other articles used a pre/post-test design and found limited significant academic improvement, this study assessed academic progress at a six month follow-up and found significant change. It may be that academic improvement in lower WM students progresses slowly and takes time for academic gains to be seen.

Assessment of Working Memory

WM is generally assessed through individually administered “span tasks” (Gathercole & Alloway, 2008; Pickering, 2006). Levin, Thurman, and Kipert (2010) indicate that 11 of 15 measures that are largely used for WM assessment are considered span tasks. They are reportedly the most utilized assessments in psychology and are widely considered reliable and valid (Conway et al., 2005). Leffard and colleagues (2006) indicate that WM span subtests are largely from standardized cognitive batteries, such as Digit Span and Letter-Number Sequencing subtests from the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children – Fourth Edition (WISC-IV; Weschler, 2003). These tasks require the individual to recall and transform an increasing number of sequenced items, such as letters and numbers.
Although popular, span tasks have recently come under scrutiny for lacking the ability to indicate WM behavior in real world settings (Levin, Thurman, and Kiepert, 2010). This is considered ecological validity; it is a measure’s ability to predict functioning in the everyday environment. Brunswik (1956) and Bronfenbrenner (1979) began the argument stating that there was an overgeneralization of results from lab-based tests to real-world situations. Recently, cognitive psychologists and neuropsychologists have argued that training behavior in settings that mirror the applied settings is crucial to the success of any intervention put into place (Savage et al., 2007; Spooner & Pachana, 2006; Thurman & Kiepert, 2008).

Ecological validity is composed of two main areas, namely verisimilitude and veridicality (Franzen & Wilhelm, 1996). Verisimilitude references a measures’ ability to match the task demands of the construct in the everyday environment. A measure with good verisimilitude should mirror tasks in real-world settings. Veridicality references the relationship between the measure and traditional assessments of the construct. This also can be considered convergent and divergent validity.

Existing assessment of WM lacks ecological validity. Span tasks lack verisimilitude; in other words, a task requiring a child to repeat a span of non-meaningful items, such as letters or numbers, is not a necessary skill within the classroom (Levin, Thurman, & Kiepert, 2010). This makes identifying and understanding WM difficulty in the classroom difficult, particularly for individuals who have less knowledge in cognitive skills such as teachers and parents. Span tasks also do not inform how to intervene on WM difficulties in the classroom; they provide limited information into how to support development of WM in children.
Levin, Thurman and Kiepert (2010) suggest two main methods of acquiring ecologically valid WM. First, WM could be assessed by way of behavioral data in their natural environment; that is, what WM manifests as, behaviorally, when approaching a demanding task. Behavioral rating scales, filled out by the individual or other informed adults such as parents and teachers, are considered adequate at measuring overt behavior. In these measures, teachers and/or parents rate the level of specific behaviors in a given child over a period of time and, then, compare the level of behavior to a normative or clinical population.

While behavioral rating scales can be very informative, researchers have criticized these forms as poor indicators of the level of functioning on more cognitive, internal states. Some research has indicated that it is difficult to measure more internal states behaviorally (Kolko & Kazdin, 1993). In this study, Kolko and Kazdin (1993) compared the ratings of parents, teachers, and the children in clinical and non-clinical samples on measures of internalizing and externalizing behavior. They found differences in agreement across raters according to behavior type; more specifically, there was less agreement across respondents in internalizing behaviors than externalizing behaviors. This sheds some doubt on the ability of behavioral scales in assessing internal cognitions and may reflect adults’ difficulty in perceiving internal states in children.

Furthermore, behavioral measures with specific WM subscales have also come under question. Normand and Tannock (2012) argue that one of the most well-known measures of WM, the Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Functions (BRIEF; Gioia, Isquith, Guy, & Kenworthy, 2000) does not adequately assess WM. They state that the 86-item rating scale measures various aspects of executive functions, including planning,
inhibition, shifting, emotional control, monitoring, and organization, and overlap with many features of ADHD. Therefore, WM difficulty may be confounded by attention difficulty.

Other research demonstrates that the BRIEF lacks convergent validity. First, Gioia and colleagues (2000) do not indicate any data suggesting validation of the WM subscale to other performance measures of WM. Mahone and colleagues (2009) also demonstrated parental ratings of WM on the BRIEF do not correlate with either span task measure in a population of 35 typically developing children ages 5-17 years. Similarly, Forchelli, Carris, and Fiorello (unpublished manuscript) did not find a significant relationship between parent and teacher rating scales and WM measures in a sample of 90 clinically referred children ages 5-18 years of age.

More recently, researchers have attempted to develop rating scales devoted to WM measurement. The Working Memory Rating Scale (WMRS; Alloway, Gathercole, & Kirkwood, 2008) is the only published WM scale to date (Levick, 2011). Alloway, Gathercole, Kirkwood, and Elliot (2009) provided preliminary evidence suggesting good reliability for the 20-item measure. It also demonstrated significant relationships with performance measures of WM, including Digit Span from the WISC-IV in a sample of 417 English children, indicating good validity. However, replications by non-biased researchers, namely Normand and Tannock (2012), indicated that the 20-item WRMS had a poor confirmatory factor analysis fit in a sample of 524 Canadian, six-to nine-year-old children. Therefore, behavioral rating scales appear to lack the ability to adequately measure WM behavior.
The second type of ecologically valid measurement suggested by Levin, Thurman, and Kiepert (2010) was through a performance on a classroom-based task that utilizes WM, such as requiring a child to follow a set of instructions. Studies have recently begun to utilize these classroom-based tasks to measure WM ability in the classroom. As discussed previously, Gathercole and colleagues (2007) utilized a following classroom directions task requiring children to perform simple actions with school supplies, such as “touch the white bag then pick up the yellow ruler then put it in the blue folder” (p. 1027). This task was found to be significantly related to other span-like WM tasks. Similarly, St. Clair-Thompson and colleagues (2010) utilized a following directions task to assess change in a WM training program. This measure required students to follow increasingly difficult directions, such as “point to the picture at the top of Page 3 and copy it twice” (p. 208).

A study by Forchelli, Cariss, and Fiorello (unpublished manuscript) demonstrated support for the veridicality of a following directions task. In a sample of 92 clinically-referred urban American students, standard span tasks were strongly correlated with a following directions task. This task was also related to areas of academic achievement, including listening comprehension, reading comprehension, math computation, math problem solving, and writing composition.

Overall, it appears that ecologically valid measures are important to help inform remediation of WM difficulties. Two approaches discussed were behavioral rating scales and performance based measures. Behavior rating scales appear to be in their infancy in tapping aspects of WM; most do not adequately represent WM ability. Applied,
performance-based tasks appear to have more promise, demonstrating support in verisimilitude and veridicality.

External Validity of Working Memory Measurement

In addition to the necessity for development of more ecologically valid measures, there is also a need to enhance the external validity of WM assessment and research. The majority of researchers developing measures and remediation programs in the literature are from Canada and the United Kingdom. They have also been criticized for utilizing the same sample to develop measures and implement interventions (Normand & Tannock, 2012).

It is important to be able to generalize findings and measurement to children within the American educational system. There has been a shift in the approach to identifying children with academic need from traditional "test and place" to Response to Intervention (RtI) (Brown-Chidsey and Steege, 2005). They describe a system where students are continually assessed and monitored in their academic growth compared to national benchmarks. If students do not meet these standards, they are provided increasingly individualized supports to address these needs. This model to assessment and intervention has demonstrated strong, long-term improvement in students' academic achievement (Case et al., 2010; Speece et al., 2003).

Notwithstanding, the RtI framework does not address identification or intervention for WM development/need. It would be important to adopt a method to screen and assess difficulty in this area due to overwhelming support to WM's impact on the developing learner. As mentioned previously, Taub and McGrew (2014) linked WM and achievement in American children and argue that WM is a major component to
"cognitive efficiency," which mediates cognitive skill and development. Due to this overwhelming connection, they suggest the utilization WM ability as a screener to "precursors" of more serious learning difficulties. However, WM measures reviewed are all individually administered tasks, which are both time and resource intensive; no screener exists to put this empirically-supported claim to practice. Researchers have suggested the use of school- or classroom-based screeners as an efficient tool in identifying behavioral difficulties (Farmer, Burns, Phillips, Angold, & Costello, 2003). A short, quickly administered tasks is needed.

Group administration of WM skill would facilitate earlier identification. Many researchers have argued that early intervention facilitates skill development in educational and social realms is desirable (Heckman, 2006; Sonuga-Barke, Koerting, Smith, McCann, & Thompson, 2011). These researchers argue that cognition develops hierarchically and interdependently and influences later performance, making it ideal to intervene when the brain appears more plastic and malleable to change. Wass and colleagues (2012) support this argument, suggesting that early WM intervention is related to a widespread transfer of skills. In a meta-analysis of cognitive training programs, mainly ones geared to enhance WM or attention capacity, they found a small effect size for studies targeting younger students leading to significantly more improvements on standardized cognitive and academic measures; studies only considering typically developing children had a moderate effect size.

This transfers well to an argument for early intervention on WM difficulties. The “overload hypothesis”, postulated by Gathercole and Alloway (2008), references a difficulty in taking in continuous information, which compounds subsequent processing.
This is also supported by previously reviewed research stating that WM deficits make academic progress increasingly difficulty over time (Alloway et al., 2009). Therefore, identification of WM difficulties is imperative in these communities to address differential learning needs in schools.

Test Construction of Psychological Tests

Validity concerns the ability to make certain interpretations with performance on a specified measure by way of relationships with outside evidence and support (American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on Measurement in Education, 2014). It is the careful attention given to possible distortions of meaning in data. More historical models of validity have divided it into three areas, mainly content, criterion, and construct validity (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955). However, Messick (1995) shifted this view by encapsulating validity into six aspects, including, content, substantive, structure, generalizability, external factors, and consequential. In the AERA, APA, and NCME (2014) standards of validity, they were further divided into five types of evidence: internal structure, test content, response processes, relations to other variables, and consequences of testing. In order to validate a test, information from multiple types of evidence should be considered in conjunction with other supportive data.

In order to provide evidence of internal structure, internal consistency or internal reliability is measured. Cronbach (1988) discusses the use of the alpha coefficient to assess the consistency of responses of a certain set of items in a measure, also termed Cronbach's Alpha. It determines a measure's ability to assess a unitary construct.
Test content is equivalent to content validity. This outlines a test's ability to encompass all areas of a given construct; it is "the specification of the boundaries of the construct domain to be assessed (p. 745, Messick, 1995)." Messick argues that this can be done by way of analysis of the tasks within the assessment. He also mentions Brunswick's (1956) use of "ecological sampling" mentioned previously in this review under ecological validity, where functional importance of the task is assessed. These are traditionally judged by professionals in the field and are supported by past empirical documentation.

Response processes refers to the fit between the definition of the construct and the nature of performance or response requested (AERA, APA, & NCME, 2014). It is considered the "evidence of data integrity such that all sources of error associated with test administration are controlled or eliminated to the maximum extent" (p.38, Downing, 2003). This involves investigation of both the cognitive output and processes of the test taker, as well as the adherence to scoring criteria by test scorers. For example, not only should consideration be given to what the individual needs to utilize to respond to content but how that response is, then, evaluated.

Relation to other variables represents criterion-related validity. In order to provide evidence of a test's relationship to other variables, test scores are correlated to existing measures with good validity and reliability (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955). This is done by way of convergent and divergent validity. Convergent validity represents how well a measure agrees with other existing measures deemed appropriate to measure the construct. Divergent validity is considered how well the measure can be distinguished from other measures not related to a construct. Campbell and Fiske (1959) argue that
convergent validity correlations should be significant with similar tasks and statistically higher than correlations with dissimilar constructs. Further, AERA, APA, & NCME (2014) indicate a need to investigate how well the score from the measure predicts performance. This involves predictive and concurrent validity. That is, its ability to predict future or current performance in a related area.

Consequences of testing or consequential validity refers to the external impacts of test administration and scores to a participants' functioning (AERA, APA, & NCME, 2014). This type of validity intends to begin to address more long-term outcomes of a measure. Downing (2003) reports that variables that are necessary to consider for this area of validity include the effect a passing rate on a measure may have on subsequent decisions (such as receiving academic services), and the subjective effects of receiving such grade.

Overall, AERA, APA, & NCME (2014) articulate that a test will meet the standards of validity if there is “clear articulation of each intended test score interpretation for a specified use,” (p. 23) with ample evidence provided to support each intended interpretation. This should include its utility and appropriateness in varied populations and settings. For the purpose of this study, only a few areas of validity are addressed. As this study focuses on the development of a measure, more emphasis is placed on the measure itself. This would suggest a need to investigate internal structure, test content, and response process validity. In addition, in order to investigate larger construct validity, the measures relation to other variables was investigated.
CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY

Sample

Elementary school classrooms spanning kindergarten to third grade classrooms were recruited from 19 different school districts in the greater Philadelphia area by way of email and phone calls to school administration. A total of five schools agreed to participate in the study, with one to two classrooms per school district. Table 3.1 provides overall demographic information for the participating schools. Data on location in reference to a major city (i.e., urban, suburban, or rural), public or private funding, number of students enrolled, percentage of majority ethnic categories, and Title 1 funding (i.e., free or reduced lunch) were collected from school administrators and public online databases (ElementarySchools.org, 2014)

Table 3.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>School Funding</th>
<th>Enrollment</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Free/Reduced Lunch Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School 1</td>
<td>Urban/Suburban</td>
<td>Religious Affiliated</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School 2</td>
<td>Urban/Suburban</td>
<td>Charter</td>
<td>2147</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>≥ 40% Free/ Reduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Classroom participation was decided upon by the principal of each school and teachers provided consent to participate in the study before student recruitment was initiated (see Appendix C). Parents of the participants provided written consent and participating children also provided verbal assent (see Appendix B). Teachers sent home consent packets to parents of all students within the classroom to complete. These packets included an introduction letter signed by the researcher and the principal of the participating school, a demographic form, and a BRIEF parent rating scale (see Appendix A). The introductory letter requested that completed packets be returned with the student and collected by the teacher. In an attempt to increase participation, one week after the initial distribution, a reminder by way of a colored paper slip was given to students who had not returned the packets. A total of two weeks passed between distribution and final count of participants. The return rate ranged from 20% of packets returned from School 3 to 86% of packets returned from School 4.
Both regular education students and students receiving special education services were included in the study. Inclusionary criteria was based on their current education placement. That is, children whose educational needs are met in a regular education or inclusive classrooms were included; students who were placed in a more specialized setting were planned to not be included in the study. Students who were being evaluated for special education services during the study were also planned to not be excluded from the study in order to not influence psychoeducational testing performance. Notwithstanding, no participant met exclusionary criteria and, thus, all participants providing consent participated in the study. Demographic information including age, race/ethnicity, gender, native language, and special education services and classification was collected (see Appendix D).

All students in the classrooms (n = 119) participated in the administration of the Forchelli Following Directions Task (FFDT) to assess reliability. This was considered a classroom-based activity, where no demographic or identifying information were collected on these participants; therefore, consent was not deemed necessary. A total of 70 parents consented and students assented to participate in the individual test administration portion of the study. One student was excluded from analysis due to inability to complete tasks. This participant had a documented developmental disability and had difficulty comprehending and following any verbal directions, suggesting his/her performance would be not representative of his/her true ability. Therefore, a total of 69 participants were analyzed. This exceeded the necessary amount of participants required from an \textit{a priori} power analysis conducted; a sample size of around 60 participants was required for a medium effect size ($d = .6$).
The sample was 58% male (n = 40) and 42% female (n = 29). The average age of a participant was 6 years old (\(M = 6.66, SD = 1.09\)). Table 3.2 provides the means and standard deviations of participants' age by grade. The identified ethnic breakdown of the sample was 42% Caucasian-American/White, 37.7% African American/Black, 5.8% Hispanic, 7.2% Asian American, and 7.2% identified as "Other." Table 3.3 provides a visual comparison of the sample to the United States Census Bureau's national and regional percentages for different ethnic groups (United States Census Bureau, 2013). When considering that the sampling focused on more urban, lower-income populations, mainly in the Philadelphia area, the breakdown is representative (United States Census Bureau, 2013).

Table 3.2

Mean and standard deviation of participants' age and gender by grade

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kindergarten</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>F = 16</td>
<td>5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M = 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Grade</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>F = 15</td>
<td>6.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M = 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Grade</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>F = 9</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M = 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Grade</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F = 0</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M = 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.3

Percentages of participants' ethnicities within sample compared to national and regional United Census Bureau

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race/Ethnicity</th>
<th>Current Sample</th>
<th>Philadelphia Regional U.S.</th>
<th>National U.S. Census</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian-American/White</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>45.5%</td>
<td>77.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American/Black</td>
<td>37.7%</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino-American/Hispanic</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian-American</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measures

Screening/Demographic Information

Parents completed a background questionnaire in English seeking information about child's age, race/ethnicity, gender, native language, and special education services and classification (see Appendix D). This was mailed home to parents with the consent form.
Behavioral Regulation Index of Executive Functions (BRIEF) - Teacher and Parent forms (Gioia, Isquith, Guy, & Kenworthy, 2009). The BRIEF is an 86-item behavior checklist that measures various abilities considered within the executive functions construct. Raters assess the child’s behavior on a 3-point Likert-like scale. Raw totals are obtained and converted into T-scores for Emotional Control, Initiate, Inhibit, Organization of Materials, Plan/Organize, Self-Monitor, Shift, and Working Memory. Factor scores are also provided for the Metacognition and Behavioral Regulation indexes, as well as a Global Executive Composite (see Appendix G). The manual indicates that higher T-scores (i.e., above a score of 60) indicate more difficulty within an area. Sample questions from each section include:

**Inhibit**: “Needs to be told 'no' or 'stop that’”

**Shift**: “Cannot get a disappointment, scolding, or insult off his/her mind”

**Emotional Control**: “Overreacts to small problems”

**Initiate**: “Is not a self-starter”

**Working Memory**: “When given three things to do, remembers only the first or last”

**Plan/Organize**: “Does not bring home homework, assignment sheets, materials, etc.”

**Organization of Materials**: “Loses lunch box, lunch money, permission slips, homework, etc.”

**Monitor**: “Does not check work for mistakes”

Please note that it was decided that the full BRIEF would be administered to both teachers and parents to increase validity. Since the measure and standardized
scores were normed through participants' completion of the full measure, I wanted to mirror this procedure. Further, I wanted to compare the screener to all areas of executive functions included in this task.

**Digit Span Forward (DSF) and Backwards (DSB)** (Weschler, 2003). Digit Span is an individually administered objective measure of verbal WM. It has high internal consistency reliability (Cronbach’s alpha = .87). In the forward condition of this measure, participants hear a sequence of digits at a rate of one digit per second and are asked to immediately repeat the sequence in the exact order it was presented. The length of the sequence begins with two digits and becomes increasingly more difficult (up to nine digits in length) until the participant receives two errors in a set. In the backwards condition, participants hear a sequence of digits at a rate of one digit per second and are asked to repeat the sequence in the reverse order that was presented. Similar to DSF, DSB begins with two digits in length and increases to nine digits in length (see Appendix H).

**Forwards and Backwards Spatial Span** (Weschler, 2003). Spatial Span is an individually administered subtest from the WISC-IV integrated that is thought to tap an individual's visual-spatial WM. The measure utilizes a board with randomly located blue blocks attached to it. In the forward condition, the individual touches a increasingly difficult sequence of blocks in the same order that was modeled by the examiner. In the backward condition, the individual is required to reverse the order of the block sequence modeled by the examiner. For each condition, the length of the sequence begins with two blocks and becomes increasingly more difficult (up to eight blocks in length) until the participant receives two errors in a set.
Forchelli Following Direction Task (FFDT). A group-administered 20-item following directions task was developed by adapting or creating questions that are similar to the following direction tasks utilized in the study by St. Clair-Thompson and colleagues (2010), Gathercole and colleagues (2008), and other standardized direction following tasks (e.g. Understanding Directions from the Woodcock Johnson Tests of Cognitive Abilities - Third Edition (2003), Comprehension of Instructions from the NEPSY-II (Korkman, Kirk, & Kemp, 2007), and the Token Test for Children (McGhee, Erler, & DiSimoni, 2007)). Similar to the task developed by St. Clair-Thompson and colleagues (2010), the items will systemically increase in difficulty, according to number of behaviors and qualifiers. For example, “point to the picture on top of page 3 and copy it twice” is indicated to have two behaviors (i.e., “point” and “copy”) and three qualifiers (“on top,” “page 3,” and “twice”). The initial version was reviewed by three elementary school teachers to assess verisimilitude and verdicality (see Appendix I). Items were also reviewed by researchers with a strong background and familiarity in WM research to assess appropriateness (see Appendix J).

Once amendments were made, the classroom teacher administered the latest version as the researcher observed. All directions were played via an audio recording to ensure fidelity across teachers and classrooms. Once the recording began, the administrator would pause the recording for five seconds between each item number to allow students time to respond. Raw scores are obtained by counting the number of correct responses to the items presented; partial credit is given for correctly responding to part of the item (e.g., only writing a square after the item requested the individual draw a square and a circle).
Procedure

Development/Pilot Study

Test content or content validity was analyzed through communication with experts in both the ecological and behavioral aspects of WM. Three elementary school teachers were asked to review the instructions and items of the FFDT to assess for ecological relevance and provide feedback on a brief questionnaire (Appendix I). Generally, teachers viewed the content of items as appropriate for elementary school-aged children. Teachers provided feedback to change directions on certain items to have more age-appropriate language. More specifically, the teachers requested changing more difficult language. One teacher reported "words like 'third' and 'fifth' may be confusing." Another stated other prepositions, such as "within" to "drawing a line on something" were difficult. The respondents provided suggestions, such as simplifying tasks to "put an 'x' or circle something." Teachers also reported that questions toward the end of the task were "complex" and "difficult for younger children."

After edits were made based on the teacher recommendations, the second draft of FFDT was reviewed by four different researchers with great familiarity in the research and assessment of working memory. Three of the reviewers were doctoral-level faculty within the College of Education at Temple University. The fourth reviewer was an independent researcher from an unaffiliated university to control for some bias in response. These faculty provided feedback on the content validity of the measure utilizing the feedback form created (Appendix J). There were minimal changes requested, namely in the language used to promote uniform scoring of items. In addition, experts expressed concern about the other processes required to complete the tasks which may
confound results. These included auditory processing, language development, and motor development. These concerns will be addressed further in the discussion chapter of this paper.

Finally, the third version was piloted on two elementary school children by their classroom teachers to assess any final difficulties surrounding administration and instruction clarity. One kindergarten student and one third grade student were utilized to assess difficulty. The students completed the FFDT in less than ten minutes. Anecdotal feedback suggested that the task was very difficult for the kindergarten student and less difficult for the third grade student. Teachers and students did not express any further concerns regarding language or administration.

A brief pilot study evaluated the acceptability of items initially developed for the following directions measure. A group of two elementary school student volunteers were administered the original 15-item following directions measure. After administration, the researcher spoke to participants to gauge the clarity and comprehension of items. Edits were then made based on feedback.

**Preliminary Validity Study**

During recruitment time, where participants' parents signed and returned the consent forms and completed the demographic questionnaire and BRIEF rating scale, the teachers from the participating schools were provided a brief overview on the group administration of the following directions measure. This involved a five to ten minute meeting reviewing how to administer the audio recording with consideration for five-second response times between items. In addition, an emphasis was made on not responding or aiding students in their responses to items.
After the consents were collected, the researcher scheduled a day with the teacher to administer the group and individually-administered tasks. Initially, all classroom students were given the group administered task. Each student was supplied with a response sheet and the teacher began the audio recording of the directions and test items (see Appendix E). As specified previously, the teacher allowed five seconds for participants to respond to each item. After the last item was read, the teacher collected the response sheets and returned them to the investigator for scoring and analysis. Each student was provided a reinforcement (i.e., small sticker) for their participation. Afterwards, each participating student was brought to a quiet and well-lit room for the administration of the individual WM assessment, by way of the WISC-IV Digit Span and Spatial Span tasks by the researcher. Participants were provided a tangible reinforcement (i.e., small sticker) after completion of each task. The teacher also completed a BRIEF Teacher Rating Form for each participating student. At the completion of scoring all students’ data, the teacher and parent of participating students were provided with a score sheet providing an overview of their performance on the standardized measures utilized (Appendix F).

Hypotheses

Overall, the researcher hypothesized that the FFDT would be reliable and valid measure of WM. The reliability of the FFDT would equal or surpass a Cronbach's alpha of 0.70 in this study. A large positive correlation between Digit Span and Spatial Span scores and the FFDT Total Score was hypothesized, as previous research supports a strong relationship between ecologically valid and direct measures of WM (Forchelli, Cariss, & Fiorello, unpublished manuscript). Smaller, negative (because higher scores on
the BRIEF indicate more difficulty) correlations were hypothesized to be found between the FFDT and the BRIEF Working Memory Index standard scores due to evidence suggesting that behavioral measures of internal cognitive states are not as representative of ability (Kolko & Kazdin, 1993; Normand & Tannock, 2012). It was also hypothesized that the FFDT would not correlate with other BRIEF subscales, as they measure different constructs.

The relationship between the performance on the FFDT was graphed according to age to assess the relationship to normal WM development. As was discussed previously, WM appears to gradually increase throughout development (Best & Miller, 2010; Garon, Bryson, & Smith, 2008; Marsh, Gerber, & Peterson, 2008). Therefore, it was hypothesized that there would be a small, positive Pearson correlation between the FFDT total score and a participants' age.
Internal structure or internal reliability of the FFDT was assessed through the use of Cronbach's alpha coefficient (Cronbach, 1988). A higher alpha indicates a higher rate of inter-correlations between test items, indicating higher internal consistency or reliability. This, in conjunction of other evidence, supports that the test is measuring a unitary construct, which in this case is WM. Bracken (1987) outlined guidelines for acceptable alpha coefficient ranges, according to the type of test being investigated. For a group-administered task utilized to make programmatic decisions, Bracken outlines that an alpha level at 0.60 or greater has sufficient internal consistency for a group-administered task; the level increases to .8 for diagnostic screeners administered on an individual basis. More recent research has cited that an alpha level between .70 and .80 is appropriate for educational decisions (Salvia & Ysseldyke, 2004).

Initially, reliability was run on all fifteen items of the FFDT scale ($\alpha = .659$). Upon closer inspection, the first question on the FFDT had an item-total correlation of $p < .001$, indicating no contribution of variance. This question was removed in all subsequent analyses. The second analysis on the 14-item scale produced a Cronbach Alpha of .790. According to developed standards, the FFDT is within the range of good reliability. Inter-rater reliability was also conducted with 20% of the FFDT reliability sample. There was 100% consistency between raters.

The total raw score from the FFDT was compared, using Pearson correlations, to Forwards and Backwards Digit Span, Forwards and Backwards Spatial Span, and the
BRIEF Parent and Teacher Rating Scale Subscale Index T-scores. Table 4.1, Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 provide the correlations between these variables.

Table 4.1

*Pearson correlations between the FFDT and raw scores on performance measures*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Measure</th>
<th>FFDT Total Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forwards Digit Span</td>
<td>.657**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backwards Digit Span</td>
<td>.629**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forwards Spatial Span</td>
<td>.658**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backwards Spatial Span</td>
<td>.639**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001

Table 4.2

*Pearson correlations between the FFDT and Parent ratings on the BRIEF Rating Scale T-Scores*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FFDT Total Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inhibition</td>
<td>-.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift</td>
<td>-.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Control</td>
<td>-.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate</td>
<td>-.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Memory</td>
<td>-.249*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>-.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>-.052</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.2, continued

| Monitor | -.013 |

*p<.05  **p<.01  ***p<.001

Table 4.3

Pearson correlations between the FFDT and Teacher ratings on the BRIEF Rating Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T-Scores</th>
<th>FFDT Total Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inhibition</td>
<td>-.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift</td>
<td>.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Control</td>
<td>.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate</td>
<td>-.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Memory</td>
<td>-.247*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>-.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>-.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>-.146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05  **p<.01  ***p<.001

As indicated in Table 4.1, scores on the FFDT were significantly and positively correlated with performance measures of WM, including digit span and spatial span tasks. That is, participants performed similarly on Digit Span, Spatial Span, and the FFDT. As hypothesized, Table 4.2 & Table 4.3 show weaker negative correlations with parent and teacher ratings of working memory with the FFDT. This indicates that children who performed worse on the FFDT also had higher clinical indications of difficulties with WM by parents and teachers. The FFDT was not correlated with any
other executive function subscales on parent and teacher rating scales. This suggests that the FFDT score was specific to WM difficulty and remained unrelated to performance in other areas of executive functions.

The relationship between age and the FFDT was explored. A strong positive correlation was found between the total FFDT and participants’ age in months (\( r(67) = .66, p<.001 \)). This indicates that as students’ age increased, their performance on FFDT increased (Figure 4.1).

![Figure 4.1. Scatterplot of FFDT Total Score by Participants’ age in months](image)

To further investigate the relationship between development and FFDT performance, a one-way ANOVA was performed between the FFDT total score and students’ grade. This analysis only included kindergarten, first, and second grade students due to the low number of participants in third grade (\( n = 2 \)). There was a significant interaction between grade and performance on the FFDT (\( F(3, 65) = 22.05, p<.001, \eta^2 = .51 \)). Table 4.4 shows the Tukey Post Hoc on this analysis.
Table 4.4

Tukey post hoc analysis mean difference and standard deviation between participant grade level and FFDT total score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kindergarten</th>
<th>1st Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Grade</td>
<td>-5.72 (1.53)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Grade</td>
<td>-13.80 (1.82) ***</td>
<td>-8.1 (1.74)***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001

The Tukey results demonstrate that participants in higher grade levels performed significantly better than participants in lower grades. That is, participants in kindergarten scored significantly lower ($m = 22.87, sd = 7.2$) than participants in first grade ($m = 28.59, sd = 5.25$) and second grade ($m = 36.67, sd = 1.68$).

A Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) Curve analysis was used to examine the diagnostic accuracy of the FFDT in identifying participants with WM difficulty similar to performance-based measures. This analysis is used to determine the sensitivity and specificity of a new measure against existing diagnostic tools. In this case, the FFDT will be compared against the performance-based measures, Digit Span Backwards and Spatial Span Backwards, in identifying WM difficulty. WM difficulty on the performance-based measures used was defined as a scaled score below an eight, representing performance below the 25th percentile. This cutoff is used in similar screening tools, such as Curriculum Based Measures (Shinn, 1998); it demonstrates a performance below 75% of the sample. This indicates these participants were in the lowest quartile of performance. This cutoff was, then, re-coded into a binary, with "0" identified as not meeting criteria for WM difficulty (i.e., scaled score greater than 7) and
"1" identified as meeting criteria for WM difficulty (i.e., scaled score less than or equal to 7). Table 4.5 provides the statistics associated with this analysis.

Table 4.5

*Diagnostic Utility Statistics for the FFDT*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Overall p</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Score Comparisons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digit Span Backwards Scaled Score</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Span Backwards Scaled Score</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AUC = Area Under the Curve.

The Area Under the Curve (AUC) indicates that the FFDT has a medium effect size in determining WM difficulty on the Digit Span Backwards task (Rice & Harris, 1995). This demonstrates that 76% of the time, students with WM difficulties performed more poorly on the FFDT than students without WM difficulties. A low effect size was found between FFDT and the Spatial Span Backwards task. This demonstrates that 66% of the time, students with WM difficulties performed more poorly on the FFDT than students without WM difficulties. Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 present a visual representation of these data.
Figure 4.2. Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves for Scaled Score below 25th percentile on Digit Span Backwards

Figure 4.3. Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves for Scaled Score below 25th percentile on Spatial Span Backwards

A curve farther away from the diagonal trend line indicates a greater AUC and greater sensitivity and specificity of the measure. Both Figure 4.2 and 4.3 demonstrate a
low to medium AUC, indicating that the FFDT has specificity and sensitivity to identifying WM difficulty compared to existing diagnostic tools.
CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION

Overall, results provide preliminary evidence of the validity of FFDT scores for screening for WM difficulties in elementary-aged children. This study provides validity evidence across four areas outlined by AERA, APA, and NCME (2014), namely internal structure, test content, response process validity, and construct validity. Further, ecological validity is suggested.

First, the FFDT demonstrated strong internal consistency. This suggests that the developed task measures a unitary construct. The data collected from the pilot and validity studies support that WM is the measured construct within the FFDT. Four independent reviewers indicated content validity. They agreed that to receive credit on items of the FFDT task, respondents must utilize their WM and exert increased effort as items increase. There is some potential for bias with three of the four expert reviewers, as they have a professional relationship with the researcher. Social desirability may have influenced the views of these reviewers and caused them to indicate more favorable views of the measure. However, the fourth responder was taken from an independent institution and had no personal relationship with the researcher. This reviewer's responses were similar to the other researchers, suggesting that the overall evaluation of the FFDT was accurate.

Teacher and student feedback in the pilot study suggested that the FFDT task demonstrates response process validity, as well as ecological validity. Teachers agreed that the items involved directions and tasks that elementary school students execute in the classroom. While teachers did provide suggestions to make language more appropriate
on the items, they agreed that globally, the directions asked on the FFDT reflect activities within their classrooms. They also indicated that items became increasingly difficult for younger students, which was intended to lessen chances for a ceiling effect in older or more advanced students. When considering these responses, it can be argued that the FFDT mirrors the utilization of WM within the school setting and supports ecological validity of the measure, as is urged by Levin, Thurman, and Kiepert (2010). Further, the two pilot participants' performance provided preliminary evidence that the task held response process validity and external validity. The students completed the task in less than ten minutes, making it both practical and feasible for use within the classroom.

The comparative analyses provide support for construct validity. Strong positive relationships were found between the FFDT and existing performance measures of WM, namely Digit Span and Spatial Span. Traditionally, Digit Span is viewed as assessment of verbal WM and Spatial Span as an assessment of visual/spatial WM. Results indicated similarly strong relationships between the FFDT with both measures, suggesting relationships with both auditory and visual/spatial WM. This suggests that FFDT assesses both areas of WM as well as existing measures.

Further, positive relationships were found between FFDT and the WM indexes on both the parent and teacher behavioral rating scales. As discussed previously, researchers question the accuracy of rating scales in identification of WM difficulties. It can be difficult for outside respondents to observe and ascertain the level of proficiency of internal states and cognition. This is discussed in past research by Kolko and Kazdin (1993). Normand and Tannock (2012) specifically criticize the main rating scale for executive function assessment, the BRIEF (Gioia, Isquith, Guy, & Kenworthy, 2000) for
not adequately pinpointing difficulties with WM. Notwithstanding, this research demonstrates a small but statistically significant relationship with teacher and parent behavioral observations of WM skill and performance on the FFDT. As more difficulties are observed in WM, there is poorer performance on the FFDT. This suggests that the BRIEF rating scale has some utilization in WM difficulty detection.

No relationships were found with other executive function indexes on the BRIEF. There is a strong relationship between WM and other EF skills, as highlighted in research by St. Clair-Thompson (2011), which creates the possibility for other elevations on the BRIEF. The lack of significant relationships between other EF subscales on the BRIEF, however, indicates specificity in the FFDT to assess WM ability over other executive functions. This provides further support that not only the FFDT scores can be validly used to screen for WM difficulties, it has specificity to only identify children with WM difficulties. This is supported by the ROC analysis indicating low to medium power in the FFDT positively identifying WM difficulty in the sample.

The FFDT appears to have some sensitivity to a child’s developmental level. That is, performance increased as age and grade increased. This mirrors past research demonstrating gradual increases in WM ability (Brocki & Bohli, 2004; Gathercole et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2011). Notwithstanding, a limitation of this study was the smaller number of older elementary students, indicated with the sample's mean age around six years old. This may indicate that the results from this study are only generalizable to certain aged students, since the majority of participants in this study were kindergarten and first grade students. In order to investigate this relationship further, future studies should acquire a larger sample of second and third grade students (i.e., ages eight through
ten years old). However, as this is intended to be an early screener, usefulness in Kindergarten and first grade is valuable, despite the weaker evidence for use with older students.

The expert panel voiced some concern on the confounding variables that appear inherent in the task. In particular, they questioned the inability to differentiate if poor performance was an indicator of true WM difficulty or other difficulties involved in WM, mainly language and listening comprehension. As discussed in earlier chapters, language and WM are closely related. Baddeley (1996) argued that memory difficulties appear underlying to early language acquisition, and lower WM may be underlying the language-based difficulties (Archibald & Gathercole, 2006; Leonard et al., 2007). This close relationship makes it difficult to ascertain in any verbal task which is truly affecting performance. However, research suggests that more than likely, poor performance is related to WM, as students with language difficulties also inherently have poor WM.

Listening comprehension is more related to an individual's ability to process information and relate it to pre-existing knowledge bases and educational experiences (Flanagan, Ortiz, & Alfonso, 2013); it is considered an academic skill. Crystallized knowledge, a cognitive ability, is related to a student's past learning experiences and impacts listening comprehension. Poor crystallized knowledge may cause false positives on the WM scale. However, if their performance was mainly due to lack of education and knowledge, it can be argued that their performance on the verbal and spatial WM tasks would not have been affected. More than likely, listening comprehension and poor crystallized knowledge highlight the close link between major areas of academic achievement and WM (Alloway et al., 2009). A child with poor WM will more than
likely also have poorer crystallized knowledge due to the "bottleneck hypothesis" postulated by Alloway and Gathercole (2006). These individuals encode and retain less information into their LTM during instruction, which weakens their knowledge base and impacts future performance.

Overall, it should be highlighted that the intention of the FFDT is as a screener and not a diagnostic indicator of WM difficulty. In order to adequately assess WM ability within the classroom with mindfulness to social and ecological validity, verbal directions were utilized, similar to studies conducted by Gathercole and colleagues (2008). Development of the FFDT involved teacher input to identify directions that appeared to demonstrate verisimilitude and were developmentally appropriate for general education students. This indicates that while there is some loading on language in the task, these items should not measure language, alone. If poor performance is indicated, the child is demonstrating difficulty that is not normative for the general student population and would indicate a need for further assessment.

In this study, the FFDT demonstrated correlations with both verbal and visual WM. If language was the main area of measurement, there should not be a strong correlation between both; language difficulty should differentially affect performance on the WM task and not the visual WM task. This suggests that WM was more likely the construct being measured than language difficulties alone.

The purpose of the FFDT is to flag or raise concern for students that demonstrate the difficulty to hold and manipulate information presented (WM). This is due to its extraordinary importance for a developing learner. Most recent research highlight WM as a major component to "cognitive efficiency" as a mediator to all cognitive skills (Taub
& McGrew, 2014). It has demonstrated strong links to basic reading, reading comprehension, basic math, and math reasoning skills across all age ranges (Flanagan et al., 2006; McGrew & Wendling, 2010). Due to its importance across academic skills, McGrew and Wendling (2010) recommend utilizing it as an earlier screener to identify "precursors" to more serious difficulties in the future. Notwithstanding, similar to diagnosing other cognitive and neuropsychological difficulties, an individual should receive more comprehensive assessment to ascertain and parse out the possibility of other related disorders or difficulties.

Limitations of the Study

There are a number of limitations to this study that should be highlighted. One of the largest limitations is related to the sample used. This study was based on a convenience sample, where schools were selected mainly on the administration's willingness to participate. The majority of participating schools were privately run and had involved principals and teachers who desired involvement in research. This selection bias has potential to skew results. Further, the use of mainly private institutions is problematic. Private institutions suggest higher level of social support of students due to the need to apply and financially fund attendance at these institutions. More attentive and supportive school environments have been found to influence student performance (Aiens & Barbarin, 2008). These schools may have more resources to adequately support the academic needs and differential learning of each student. Conversely, schools with less administrative and teacher involvement may house students with exposure to less evidence-based instruction and support. In the latter profile of school, students may
perform significantly differently on the FFDT and demonstrate that the measure has less specificity or sensitivity in these populations.

Further, within each school unit, only one or two classrooms were used. It cannot be ascertained that performance in each of these classrooms is representative of the entire school. This sample of students, then, may not represent students within an urban public school district or a more rural district with less social and financial supports. This limits generalization of findings to the broader urban area of Philadelphia or to a larger regional or national level. It is hoped that future studies will have more incentives to attract a more inclusive sample of schools.

As discussed previously, there also is more representation of Kindergarten and first grade students than in later grades. This may impact the representation of FFDT on performance in second or third grade. The few third grade students utilized received almost perfect scores on the measure, which may suggest a ceiling effect in higher grades and inability to assess the range of skills in students in that age group. Further, the sample utilized does appear more representative of the ethnic breakdown of the Philadelphia metropolitan area, but not a national sample. While this was the intention of this study, it may not generalize at the state or national level.

There also may be concerns in the validity across administrations. While the researcher observed the administration by teachers, there was no formal evaluation of administration fidelity. Therefore, there might have been inherent differences in how teachers supported the students in each classroom which may have influence responding. Demographic information on teachers and parents were also not collected and, therefore,
no formal evaluation of administration fidelity. This may make it difficult to replicate
of this study.

Further, there is the potential for examiner bias. This researcher was responsible
for all data collection and scoring with limited involvement of outside evaluation. It can
be argued that, during scoring procedures, the examiner unconsciously viewed students
less favorably to promote a larger percentage of WM difficulties within the sample. It is
hoped that this was somewhat controlled by standardization of scoring procedures on
both the existing performance measures, as well as scoring procedures developed prior to
data collection. The inter-rater reliability does provide some support for lack of scoring
bias; however, only future independent research will fully validate this. Further, teachers
and parents of participants were provided some information on what the FFDT measure
was investigating which may have influenced how they responded to the rating scale
provided. This may have impacted how they rated severity of symptoms related to the
WM scale and possibly minimized other behavioral difficulties related to other EF skills.

When considering the development of the measure, there are still areas of validity
that should be assessed. The FFDT needs to show convergent and divergent validity to
related variables. As in the case of auditory processing and crystallized knowledge, the
FFDT should show correlation to some abilities but also show enough differential
performance that they are demonstrated as different constructs. This can be achieved
through comparing performance on the FFDT to existing measures of cognitive abilities
and executive functions across age groups.
Applications to Practice

The FFDT provides a new tool for both educators and psychologists in supporting students. First, it is more time efficient than other performance-based measures. During this study, the FFDT took up to fifteen minutes for a teacher to complete on a classroom of twenty to thirty students. Conversely, the individually-administered subtests took approximately fifteen minutes per child to complete by a graduate-level clinician, equating to approximately five hours to assess a classroom of twenty students. The latter removes the child from classroom activities for the time of assessment and requires school psychologist involvement in each student's assessment. This suggests that the FFDT takes less time away from classroom instruction for the teacher, as well as less time for the school psychologist in preliminary assessment of students.

The recent trend in education to progress monitoring also supports the use of FFDT. The Response to Intervention (RtI) framework supports the baseline assessment and monitoring of improvement (or lack thereof) of students throughout their educational careers. Presently, there are no measures that are used to monitor growth of executive function skills, however, they are critical for learning in students. As stated previously, McGrew and Wendling (2010) suggest utilizing a screener such as the FFDT to identify "precursors" to more broad-band difficulties in learning. WM screening would not only benefit for identification; it also may guide remediation. Research has demonstrated some support that WM can be trained or improved with proper remediation (Holmes, Gathercole, & Dunning, 2009). Computer programs such as Cogmed (Klingberg et al., 2005) have demonstrated increasing popularity and usage in schools. Therefore, the FFDT may be a tool to acquire baseline data and monitor progress in a tiered intervention
plan for students. This will also flag students for teachers to focus on or monitor more closely.

While this may be beneficial to provide quick and accurate assessment of WM, once screened, it will be important to understand the impact of other variables involved in WM development and training. A study by Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Shah and Jonides (2014) demonstrated that variables such as motivation impact the success of training. The interplay of all these aspects should be researched more thoroughly.

Further, in creating a screener only able to detect WM ability, it does not cover the broad scope of other variables that may be important to screen and monitor in early childhood. The relationship between the FFDT and EF skill should be further explored in future studies. Comparisons should be initiated between the FFDT performance and performance-based measures of other executive function skills.

**Future Research**

Further information should be collected to continue to support the reliability of the FFDT measure. Temporal stability of the measure can be calculated through test-retest reliability. This will provide information regarding the consistency of performance on the FFDT over time or over multiple administrations. Temporal stability will be particularly important to demonstrate in the FFDT for usage in an RtI framework. The FFDT must demonstrate the ability to adequately test WM ability over time and demonstrate sensitivity to change over multiple administrations. In addition, it may be beneficial to develop an alternative form of the FFDT to allow better temporal stability. This will help control for testing effects on performance.
As suggested in previous sections, the FFDT also needs to be compared to performance on other measures to assure convergent and divergent validity. Due to concerns by experts in this study, the FFDT should be compared to performance in cognitive and academic skills. It can be achieved by comparing the FFDT performance to standardized measures of intelligence and academic achievement. This will be important to provide support for its construct validity. Further, it may be interesting to have a better understanding of its relationship to academic performance measures over time. The FFDT should also be compared to other performance-based EF measures to ascertain its relationship to other EF constructs.

To control for limitations discussed surrounding method and sample, future studies should look to demonstrate FFDT's validity in larger and more representative populations. If possible, research should look to more appropriate sampling methods, such as utilizing an entire school population or sampling across all grades in a school district. It is hoped that with time, the FFDT can also be sampled across varying geographic locations and distributions of population (i.e., urban, suburban, or rural). It also should look to have equal representation of differing age groups, particularly of older students, to confirm improved performance with age.

Due to WM's relationship to a variety of clinical populations, such as those with specific learning disabilities or ADHD, performance on the FFDT should also be compared in these populations. This may provide interesting implications of diagnostic considerations in these subgroups. These studies may be accomplished with the use of monetary incentives for school districts or the development of research relationships with varying universities to distribute labor/access.
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APPENDIX A

PARENT CONSENT FORM

Title of research study:
Construction of a Working Memory Screener for Elementary School Children

Investigator and Department:
Principal Investigator:
Catherine Fiorello, Ph.D.
Associate Professor and Coordinator of School Psychology Program
Department of Psychological, Organizational, & Leadership Studies in Education
College of Education, Temple University

Why you are being invited to take part in a research study
We invite you and your child to take part in a research study because you are a student enrolled in a regular /inclusion elementary school classroom within the greater Philadelphia area.

Who can I talk to?
If you have questions, concerns, or complaints, or think the research has hurt you or your child, contact the research team at
Catherine Fiorello, Ph.D, NCSP
Ritter Annex 269
1301 Cecil B. Moore Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19122-6091
catherine.fiorello@temple.edu
215-204-6254

Gina Forchelli, Ed.M. NCSP
Gina.Forchelli@temple.edu

This research has been reviewed and approved by an Institutional Review Board. You may talk to them at (215) 707-3390 or e-mail them at: irb@temple.edu for any of the following:
Your questions, concerns, or complaints are not being answered by the research team.
You cannot reach the research team.
You want to talk to someone besides the research team.
You have questions about your rights as a research subject.
You want to get information or provide input about this research.

Why are we doing this research?
Working memory, or the ability to hold and transform information in one's head, has been linked to academic performance in school-aged children. Preliminary research suggests that, with remediation, working memory skills can improve and can sometimes transfer to improvement in academic performance. However, identification methods of working memory difficulty are limited. It is my hope to develop a measure that is easy to administer and identify children with working memory difficulties in order to facilitate remediation.

**How long will the research last?**
We expect that you and your child will be in this research study for one to three months.

**How many people will be studied?**
We expect about 30 people here will be in this research study out of 60 people in the entire study nationally.

**What happens if I say yes, I want to be in this research?**
You, the parent, will complete a brief demographic questionnaire and a form rating your child’s behavior over the past 6 months. These can be returned to your child’s teacher or mailed back to the principal investigators address directly. Your child’s teacher will also be asked to complete a similar form rating on your child’s behavior over the past 6 months.

Your child will be asked to meet briefly with the principal investigator or graduate level student during class time to complete a short cognitive task; this will approximately take 10 minutes. Your child will also be asked to participate in a 10-minute group-administered task during class-time. After your child completes these tasks, you, the parent, and your child’s teacher will get a brief report on how your child performed on the individually-administered cognitive tasks to help you understand more on how your child learns information.

**What are my responsibilities if I take part in this research?**
If you take part in this research, you and your child will be responsible for actively participating in the tasks required and providing truthful information on rating and demographic forms.

**What happens if I say no, I do not want to be in this research?**
You and your child may decide not to take part in the research and it will not be held against you. It will in no way affect you and your child’s relationship with your school or your teacher.

**What happens if I say yes, but I change my mind later?**
If you and your child agree to take part in the research now and if you and your child stop at any time, it will not be held against you. Again, it will in no way affect your relationship with your child’s school or teacher. If you and your child stop participating in the research, already collected data may not be removed from the study database.

**Is there any way being in this study could be bad for me?**
There is minimal risk associated with participation with this study. You and your child may become somewhat fatigued after the completion of each task; however, no other risk or discomfort is expected. Your child will miss a small amount of instruction (approximately 10 minutes) to complete the individually administered tasks.

**Will being in this study help me any way?**
The possible benefits include you and your child’s increased awareness of your child’s memory and learning skills and you will also be contributing to the development of a measure that may aid students in the future.

**What happens to the information we collect?**
Efforts will be made to limit you and your child’s personal information to people who have a need to review this information. All participant data will be entered into a database with codes in place of names by the PI. The original scored forms will be stored in a locked filing cabinet in the PI’s department office, and all analyses will be completed with the de-identified data. The PI will complete a results form to return to the district evaluation team and one for the school to send to the parent. We cannot promise complete secrecy, as there is always a potential risk of loss of confidentiality. Organizations that may inspect and copy your information include the IRB, Temple University, Temple University Health System, Inc. and its affiliates, and other representatives of these organizations, and the Office of Human Research Protections. We may publish the results of this research. However, we will keep you/your child’s name and other identifying information confidential.

**Can I be removed from the research without my permission?**
The person in charge of the research study can remove you and your child from the research study without your approval.

We will tell you about any new information that may affect your health, welfare, or choice to stay in the research.

**What else do I need to know?**
If you/your child sustain an injury as a result of your participation in this research study, the physician’s fees and medical expenses that result will be billed to your insurance company or you in the usual manner. Other financial compensation (such as lost wages or pain and suffering) for such injuries is not routinely available. By signing this consent form, you are not waiving any of the legal rights that you otherwise would have as a participant in a research study. If you have questions about the study or a research-related injury, please contact calling Dr. Fiorello at 215-204-6254 or e-mailing catherine.fiorello@temple.edu.

**Stipend/Reimbursement**
There is no stipend associated with participation.

**Participating in Future Research Studies**
We may want to contact you in the future to see if you would be interested in participating in another research study and/or to obtain additional information related to your participation in this study. Please indicate by initialing on the line in the next paragraph below if you are willing to be contacted. Please know that you can amend your answer below at any time without prejudice to you or your relationship with the study, Temple University, or the team.

**Initial your choices**

Yes, I agree to be contacted about future research studies.

OR

No, I do not want to be contacted about future research studies.

Yes, I agree to be contacted to obtain additional information related to my participation in this study.

OR

No, I do not want to be contacted to obtain additional information related to my participation in this study.

Your signature below indicates that:
Someone has explained this research study to you.
You freely volunteer to be in this research study.
You can choose not to take part in this research study and it will not affect your care.
You can agree to take part in this study now and later change your mind. Your decision to leave the study will not affect your care.
You have been offered the opportunity to ask questions and all your questions have been answered.

Your signature documents your permission for the named child to take part in this research.

DO NOT SIGN THIS FORM AFTER THIS DATE

Printed name of child
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature of parent or guardian</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Printed name of parent or guardian</td>
<td>Parent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note on permission by guardians:** An individual may provide permission for a child only if that individual can provide a written document indicating that he or she is legally authorized to consent to the child’s general medical care. Attach the documentation to the signed document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature of person obtaining consent and assent</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Printed name of person obtaining consent and assent</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX B

PARTICIPANT ASSENT FORM

My name is [researcher name]. I am trying to learn about how kids learn and remember information. It will help teachers and adults understand how to teach kids in better ways to help you do well in school. If you would like, you can be in my study.

If you decide you want to be in my study, you will be asked to complete two tasks with me one-on-one. In one, I will ask you to remember some numbers and letters for me and repeat them back to me. In another, I will ask you to play with some blocks. After we complete these, I will also ask you to complete a task with your whole class. You will follow a list of directions that are asked of you.

If you participate, you will get to understand more about how you understand and learn. You will also help adults teach kids better in the future. You may get a little tired after the completion of each task; however, this should be very little amount.

Other people will not know if you are in my study. I will put things I learn about you together with things I learn about other students, so no one can tell what things came from you. When I tell other people about my research, I will not use your name, so no one can tell who I am talking about.

Your parents or guardian have to say it’s OK for you to be in the study. After they decide, you get to choose if you want to do it too. If you don’t want to be in the study, no one will be mad at you. If you want to be in the study now and change your mind later, that’s OK. You can stop at any time.

My telephone number is 845-641-6962. You can call me if you have questions about the study or if you decide you don’t want to be in the study any more.

I will give you a copy of this form in case you want to ask questions later.

Agreement

I [Name of Researcher] am confirming that [Name of Student] verbally assented to proceed with the reviewed study.

______________________________  __________________
Signature of Researcher              Date
APPENDIX C

TEACHER CONSENT FORM

Title of research study:
Construction of a Working Memory Screener for Elementary School Children

Investigator and Department:
Principal Investigator:
Catherine Fiorello, Ph.D.
Associate Professor and Coordinator of School Psychology Program
Department of Psychological, Organizational, & Leadership Studies in Education
College of Education, Temple University

Why you are being invited to take part in a research study
We invite you to take part in a research study because you are a teacher of a regular/inclusion elementary school classroom within the greater Philadelphia area.

Who can I talk to?
If you have questions, concerns, or complaints, or think the research has hurt you, contact the research team at
Catherine Fiorello, Ph.D, NCSP
Ritter Annex 269
1301 Cecil B. Moore Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19122-6091
catherine.fiorello@temple.edu
215-204-6254

Gina Forchelli, Ed.M. NCSP
Gina.Forchelli@temple.edu

This research has been reviewed and approved by an Institutional Review Board. You may talk to them at (215) 707-3390 or e-mail them at: irb@temple.edu for any of the following:
• Your questions, concerns, or complaints are not being answered by the research team.
• You cannot reach the research team.
• You want to talk to someone besides the research team.
• You have questions about your rights as a research subject.
• You want to get information or provide input about this research.

Why are we doing this research?
Working memory, or the ability to hold and transform information in one’s head, has been linked to academic performance in school-aged children. Preliminary research suggests that, with remediation, working memory skills can improve and can sometimes transfer to improvement in academic performance. However, identification methods of working memory difficulty are limited. It is my hope to develop a measure that is easy to administer and identify children with working memory difficulties in order to facilitate remediation.

How long will the research last?
We expect that you will be in this research study for one to three months.

How many people will be studied?
We expect about 30 students here will be in this research study out of 60 people in the entire study nationally.

**What happens if I say yes, I want to be in this research?**
You will be asked to complete three tasks during the study. First, you will complete rating forms for the participating students' behavior over the past 6 months. Second, you will be asked to allow the principal investigator or graduate level to meet with students during class time to complete a short memory task. Last, you will be asked to administer or allow the principal investigator to administer a 10-minute group-administered task during class-time. More specifically, you will pass out answer sheets for a following directions task, play a recording that has all directions and test items, and collect the papers at completion. At the conclusion of these tasks, you will receive a brief report indicating how the participating students performed on standardized measures administered.

**What are my responsibilities if I take part in this research?**
If you take part in this research, you will be responsible for providing truthful information on rating forms and collecting papers during the classroom-wide following directions task.

**What happens if I say no, I do not want to be in this research?**
You may decide not to take part in the research and it will not be held against you. It will in no way affect your relationship with your school or your students.

**What happens if I say yes, but I change my mind later?**
You agree to take part in the research now and if you stop at any time, it will not be held against you. Again, it will in no way affect your relationship with your school or your students. If you stop being in the research, already collected data may not be removed from the study database.

**Is there any way being in this study could be bad for me?**
There is no anticipated risk associated with your participation with this study.

**Will being in this study help me any way?**
The benefits will be an increased awareness of your students' memory and learning skills and you will also be contributing to the development of a measure that may aid students in the future.

**What happens to the information we collect?**
Efforts will be made to limit your personal information to people who have a need to review this information. All participant data will be entered into a database with codes in place of names by the PI. The original scored forms will be stored in a locked filing cabinet in the PI’s department office, and all analyses will be completed with the de-identified data. The PI will complete a results form to return to the district evaluation team and one for the school to send to the parent. We cannot promise complete secrecy, as there is always a potential risk of loss of confidentiality. Organizations that may inspect and copy your information include the IRB, Temple University, Temple University Health System, Inc. and its affiliates, and other representatives of these organizations, and the Office of Human Research Protections. We may publish the results of this research. However, we will keep your name and other identifying information confidential.

**Can I be removed from the research without my permission?**
The person in charge of the research study can remove you from the research study without your approval. The sponsor can also end the research study early. We will tell you about any new information that may affect your health, welfare, or choice to stay in the research.
What else do I need to know?
If you sustain an injury as a result of your participation in this research study, the physician’s fees and medical expenses that result will be billed to your insurance company or you in the usual manner. Other financial compensation (such as lost wages or pain and suffering) for such injuries is not routinely available. By signing this consent form, you are not waiving any of the legal rights that you otherwise would have as a participant in a research study. If you have questions about the study or a research-related injury, please contact calling Dr. Fiorello at 215-204-6254 or e-mailing catherine.fiorello@temple.edu.

Stipend/Reimbursement
There is no stipend associated with participation.

Participating in Future Research Studies
We may want to contact you in the future to see if you would be interested in participating in another research study and/or to obtain additional information related to your participation in this study. Please indicate by initialing on the line in the next paragraph below if you are willing to be contacted. Please know that you can amend your answer below at any time without prejudice to you or your relationship with the study, Temple University, or the team.

Yes, I agree to be contacted about future research studies.
OR
No, I do not want to be contacted about future research studies.

Yes, I agree to be contacted to obtain additional information related to my participation in this study.
OR
No, I do not want to be contacted to obtain additional information related to my participation in this study.

Your signature below indicates that:
• Someone has explained this research study to you.
• You freely volunteer to be in this research study.
• You can choose not to take part in this research study and it will not affect your care.
• You can agree to take part in this study now and later change your mind. Your decision to leave the study will not affect your care.
• You have been offered the opportunity to ask questions and all your questions have been answered.

Your signature documents your permission to take part in this research.

Initial your choices

DO NOT SIGN THIS FORM AFTER THIS DATE

Signature of subject

Date

Printed name of subject
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature of person obtaining consent</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printed name of person obtaining consent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX D

PARENT DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Name:___________________

2. Birthday:_________________

3. Gender: Male or Female

   a. Hispanic descent?

5. School:

6. Grade:

7. Languages spoken in the home:
   a. Primary language:
   b. Secondary language:

8. Currently receiving special education services:
   a. What diagnosis?
   b. Other diagnoses?
APPENDIX E
FORCHELLI FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS TASK ©2014

Directions/Answer Key:

Administrator instructions: Before beginning the task, check to make sure the audio recording is loud enough so that the students can comfortably hear the items. Please provide each student with a response sheet face down on their desk and provide each student with a black pen. After every student has their materials and all students are seated, read the following prompt:

"We are going to play a game! I am going to have you listen to a list of directions from this recording. Please listen to each direction and after I say 'Go,' follow what the speaker asks you to do. I cannot repeat any of the directions on the recording so please listen carefully. Ready?"

Start playing the audio recording and follow along with each prompt. At the completion of number 15, stop the audio recording and collect the participants' responses.

Scoring. Participants receive 1-point for each behavior correctly followed on their response sheet. Possible points are indicated next to each item below. For all items, number and letter reversals still receive full credit. However, order of letters and numbers matter.

Directions

(Play by audio recording 1 word/second and 5 second pause between directions)
Turn your paper over. Go. (1 behavior)

1. Draw a circle next to number 1. Go.
   (1 behavior + 2 qualifiers)

   **Scoring:** +1 point for circle next to number 1

2. Draw a square next to number 2 only if you are standing up. Go.
   (1 behavior + 3 qualifiers)

   **Scoring:** +1 point for blank on number 2. *No credit received if erased.*

3. Print the first letter of your name next to number 3. Go.
   (1 behavior + 3 qualifiers)

   **Scoring:** +1 point for first letter of name. *No credit if they write their full name.*

4. Draw a square and draw a circle on number 4. Go.
   (2 behaviors + 1 qualifier)

   **Scoring:** +1 point square on number 4, +1 point for circle on number 4

5. Next to number 5, circle the third dot. Go.
   (2 behaviors + 2 qualifiers)

   **Scoring:** +2 points for ONLY circling third dot

6. Write the letter "O" only after you write the letter "G" next to number 6.
   (2 behaviors + 3 qualifiers)

   **Scoring:** +1 point for G on number 6, +1 point for O on number 6, +1 point for correct order

7. Write the number 8 next to the circle on number 1. Go.
   (2 behaviors + 4 qualifiers)
Scoring: +1 point for drawing an "8" on the page, +2 points if next to the circle on number 1

8. Color in the first star next to number 7 and then color in third star. Go.

(2 behaviors + 4 qualifiers).

Scoring: +1 point for colored first star on number 7, +1 point for colored third star, +1 if both correctly colored. Still receive points if also colored in an additional star.

9. Write three letters of the alphabet next to number 8. Go.

(3 behaviors + 1 qualifier)

Scoring: +1 point for each letter (max 3) next to number 8

10. On number 9, draw an "X" only after you draw a square. Go.

(3 behaviors + 2 qualifiers)

Scoring: +1 point for "X" next to number 9, +1 point for square next to number 9, +1 point for correct sequence

11. On number 10, put an "X" in the second box then put an "X" in the first box and the last box. Go.

(3 behaviors + 3 qualifiers)

Scoring: +1 point for "X"ed first box on number 10, +1 point for X"ed second box on number 10, +1 point for X"ed last (fifth) box on number 10, +1 point for all correct

12. Add 1 and 1 and 2 and write down the answer next to number 11. Go.

(3 behaviors + 3 qualifiers)

Scoring: +2 points for writing "4" next to number 11, +1 point if they DID NOT write down the equation
13. On number 12, circle the word cat then circle the word mat and circle a word that rhymes with bed. Go.

(4 behaviors + 2 qualifiers)

Scoring: +1 point cat circled, +1 point for mat circled, +1 point for red circled, +1 point for all correct.

14. On number 13, listen to the following sentence and write the second word and write the last word and write the word "rat". The cow is fat. Go.

(4 behaviors + 3 qualifiers)

Scoring: +1 point for cow, +1 point for fat, +1 point for rat, +1 for all correct)

15. On number 14, draw the number 3, then draw a second number 3 only after drawing a plus sign. Finally, then draw an equals sign. Go.

(4 behaviors + 4 qualifiers)

Scoring: +1 point for drawing 3, +1 point for drawing second 3, +1 point drawing plus sign, +1 point drawing equal sign, +1 point for correct sequence (3+3=)
Response Sheet

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. The cat and the mat are red.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Score: 42
## WISC-IV Working Memory Subtest Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive Battery/Subtest</th>
<th>Scaled/Standard Score</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digit Span</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Span</td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Span</td>
<td>Backwards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Span</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Span</td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Span</td>
<td>Backwards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Behavioral Inventory of Executive Functions (BRIEF)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Parent Rating Form T-Score/ Classification</th>
<th>Teacher Rating Form T-Score/ Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of Materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan/Organize</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Monitor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX G

BRIEF PARENT/TEACHER RATING FORM SUMMARIES

Behavioral Regulation Index of Executive Functions (BRIEF) - Teacher and Parent forms (Gioia, Isquith, Guy, & Kenworthy, 2009). The BRIEF is a 86-item behavior checklist that measures various abilities considered within the executive functions construct. Raters assess the child’s behavior on a 3-point Likert-like scale (i.e., Never, Sometimes, or Often). Raw totals are obtained and converted into T-scores for Emotional Control, Initiate, Inhibit, Organization of Materials, Plan/Organize, Self-Monitor, Shift, and Working Memory. Factor scores are also provided for the Metacognition and Behavioral Regulation indexes, as well as a Global Executive Composite. The manual indicates that higher T-scores (i.e., above a score of 60) indicate more difficulty within an area. The Working Memory Index will be the only scale analyzed in this study. Sample question from each section include:

Inhibit: "Needs to be told 'no' or 'stop that"

Shift: "Cannot get a disappointment, scolding, or insult off his/her mind"

Emotional Control: "Overreacts to small problems"

Initiate:"Is not a self-starter"

Working Memory: "When given three things to do, remembers only the first or last"

Plan/Organize:"Does not bring home homework, assignment sheets, materials, etc."

Organization of Materials:"Loses lunch box, lunch money, permission slips, homework, etc."

Monitor: "Does not check work for mistakes"
APPENDIX H

WISC-IV FORWARD AND BACKWARD DIGIT SPAN AND SPATIAL SPAN SUMMARIES

Digit Span Forward (DSF) and Backwards (DSB) (Weschler, 2003). Digit Span is an individually administered objective measure of verbal WM. In the forward condition of this measure, participants hear a sequence of digits at a rate of one digit per second and are asked to immediately repeat the sequence in the exact order it was presented. The length of the sequence begins with two digits and becomes increasingly more difficult (up to nine digits in length) until the participant receives two errors in a set. In the backwards condition, participants hear a sequence of digits at a rate of one digit per second and are asked to repeat the sequence in the reverse order that is was presented. Similar to DSF, DSB begins with two digits in length and increases to nine digits in length.

Forwards and Backwards Spatial Span (Weschler, 2003). Spatial Span is an individually administered subtest from the WISC-IV integrated that is thought to tap an individual's visual-spatial WM. The measure utilizes a board with randomly located blue blocks attached to it. In the forward condition, the individual touches a increasingly difficult sequence of blocks in the same order that was modeled by the examiner. In the backward condition, the individual is required to reverse the order of the block sequence modeled by the examiner. For each condition, the length of the sequence begins with two digits and becomes increasingly more difficult (up to eight digits in length) until the participant receives two errors.
APPENDIX I

TEACHER RATING OF ECOLOGICAL RELEVANCE

After reviewing the instructions and items of the Following Direction Task, please answer the following questions:

1. Are the instructions simplified enough for elementary school (K-3 grade) students to understand? If no, please provide a comment below.

2. Do the items reflect classroom activities that your students engage in? If not, please specify which items.

3. Are any of the items too difficult for your students? If yes, please describe below.
APPENDIX J

EXPERT RATING OF WORKING MEMORY MEASUREMENT

After reviewing the instructions and items of the Following Direction Task, please answer the following questions:

1. Are the items within the questionnaire representative of working memory abilities? If no, please describe below.

2. Do you have suggestions on items or tasks that should be added to the questionnaire to enhance the detection of working memory skill?